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Zusammenfassung
Die Ostantarktis stellt einen erheblichen Unsicherheitsfaktor in aktuellen Prognosen zum
globalen Meeresspiegelanstieg dar. Diese Prognosen beinhalten lediglich vernachlässig-
bare Beiträge des Ostantarktischen Eisschildes (OAES) zum Meeresspiegelanstieg, da
der Eisschild momentan insgesamt nicht an Masse verliert und dort auch bei einer glo-
balen Erwärmung von einigen Grad höchstwahrscheinlich kein erhebliches Schmelzen
auftreten wird. Nichtsdestotrotz ist eine schnelle Destabilisierung großer Teile des OAES
nicht auszuschließen. Solche Szenarien sind in aktuellen Meeresspiegelprognosen nicht
berücksichtigt, da weder Zeit und Geschwindigkeit, noch die genauen Rahmenbedin-
gungen für eine solche Destabilisierung abschließend geklärt sind. Geologische Daten-
sätze zeigen aber, dass solche Zerfälle in der Geschichte des OAES bereits auftraten. Um
das Verhalten des OAES im Klimawandel besser zu verstehen, muss deshalb seine Reak-
tion auf frühere Klimaänderungen untersucht werden. Eine gute Möglichkeit dies zu
tun bereitet die Erforschung des Eisschildes selbst, da (i) die Geschichte und Fließdy-
namik des Eisschildes in seiner inneren Struktur abgebildet sind und (ii) das Eis und
die darin eingeschlossene Luft wertvolle Informationen über die Klimageschichte enthal-
ten. Die Stratigrafie des Eisschildes kann mit Radarmessungen abgebildet werden. Eine
Kartierung der Stratigrafie über den gesamten Kontinent könnte zu einer Verbesserung
sowohl für die Rekonstruktion der Klimageschichte als auch für die Fließmodelle zur
Prognose des Meeresspiegelanstiegs beitragen.
Ziel meiner Dissertation ist es, die innere Struktur und die basalen Eigenschaften eines
möglichst großen Anteils des OAES mit Hilfe von Radarmessungen abzubilden und da-
raus die Fließdynamik des Eisschildes und Orte mit möglichst altem Eis abzuleiten. Dies
wurde in drei gesonderten Veröffentlichungen erarbeitet, die sich jeweils auf eine andere
Entwicklungstufe der großskaligen Kartierung und Interpretation der Stratigrafie und
des Felsbetts konzentrieren. Die erste Publikation bildet die methodologische Grundlage.
Es wird beurteilt, ob die Radardaten verschiedener Systeme miteinander kombinierbar
sind, was die Grundvoraussetzung für eine großflächige Abdeckung der Ostantarktis
ist. Außerdem wird unter Zuhilfenahme einer synthetischen Radarspur, berechnet aus
Dichte- und Leitfähigkeitsmessungen an einem Eiskern, die Ursache für einzelne Reflex-
ionen in den Radardaten untersucht. Dadurch kann festgestellt werden, ob die Reflexio-
nen, die in den Radarprofilen über den Eisschild verfolgt werden können, isochron und
für eine Kartierung der Alters-Tiefen-Verteilung geeignet sind. Es zeigte sich, dass beides
zutreffend ist.
Die Erkenntnisse werden in der zweiten Publikation verwendet, um eine großskalige
Kartierung der Alters-Tiefen-Struktur des OAES zu erstellen. Die Tiefenverteilung der
Paleo-Eisoberflächen gibt einen Überblick über die Akkumulationsverteilung über den
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OAES. Anhand der Tiefenlage der ältesten Isochrone im Verhältnis zur Eisdicke kann
abgeschäzt werden, wo das basale Eis älter oder jünger ist als am Ort des bisher
ältesten Eiskerns. Der Versuch einer quantitativen Berechnung der Akkumulations-
raten verschiedener Zeitintervalle und auf großer räumlicher Skala lieferte keine ver-
trauenswürdigen Ergebnisse. Für die Berechnung exakter Akkumulationsraten über den
kompletten Eisschild müssen die Radarisochronen vermehrt in Fließmodelle eingebun-
den werden.
Der dritte Teil meiner Dissertation betrachtet die Rauigkeit des Ostantarktischen
Gletscherbettes, welche die Eisdynamik sowohl stark beeinflusst, als auch von ihr be-
einflusst wird. Ich führte eine statistische Analyse der Betttopografie des OAES durch,
um dessen basale Eigenschaften zu bewerten. Dadurch konnten verschiedene Land-
schaftsformen unter dem Eisschild klassifiziert werden. Außerdem wurden Zusam-
menhänge zwischen der basalen Rauigkeit, der Fließgeschwindigkeit des Eises und
der Temperatur an der Basis des Eisschildes beobachtet. In Regionen mit langsamen
Fließgeschwindigkeiten zeigt einer der Rauigkeitsparameter signifikante Unterschiede,
je nachdem, ob das Eisschildbett warm oder kalt ist. Dies könnte zukünftig eine
Möglichkeit sein, um unter gewissen Umständen Rückschlüsse von der Bettrauigkeit auf
die Temperaturbedingungen des Eisschildbettes zu ziehen oder die Orte, an denen Mo-
delle ein temperiertes Bett vorhersagen, zu validieren.
Abstract
In current projections of future global sea-level rise, East Antarctica constitutes a major
factor of uncertainty. Such projections show negligible contribution from the East Antarc-
tic Ice Sheet (EAIS), because, overall, it is not losing mass at the moment and even with
few degrees of warming most probably no substantial melting will occur. Nevertheless,
it is possible that large parts of the EAIS disintegrate rapidly. Such scenarios are not in-
cluded in the current projections, because it is not conclusively clarified when, how fast,
and under which exact boundary conditions this happens. However, geological records
suggest that the EAIS did disintegrate in the past. To better understand how the East
Antarctic Ice Sheet will behave in a changing climate, it is therefore necessary to inves-
tigate its past responses to climatic transitions. This is best undertaken by looking at the
ice sheet itself, because (i) the internal structure of an ice sheet is an imprint of its his-
tory and dynamics, and (ii) the ice and enclosed air provide valuable information about
the past climate. The internal stratigraphy of the ice can be revealed by means of radio-
echo sounding (RES) measurements. An established continental-wide stratigraphy can
constrain both paleo-climate reconstructions and ice-flow models.
The aim of my thesis is to infer the internal stratigraphy and basal properties of the
EAIS from RES measurements over an area as wide as possible and to interpret its
characteristics with respect to ice dynamics and occurrence of old ice. This was achieved
with three separate publications, each focusing on a different stage of mapping and
interpreting a large-scale stratigraphy and basal properties. The first publication builds
the methodological basis by evaluating the compatibility of multiple RES data sets, a
prerequisite for large-scale mapping of the stratigraphy of the EAIS, where no reasonable
coverage is obtained with only one data set. The physical cause for specific internal
reflections in the RES data is investigated, using a synthetic RES trace calculated from
ice-core density and conductivity profiles, to ensure their isochronicity and consequential
usability for mapping the age-depth distribution throughout the ice sheet. Both have
proved to be feasible.
This expertise is used in the second publication to map on a large scale the age-depth
stratigraphy across the EAIS. This depth distribution of paleo surfaces gives an overview
of the accumulation-rate distribution across the ice sheet. By the percentage depth of
the oldest traced isochrone it can be estimated where basal ice is older or younger than
at the drill site of the so far oldest ice core. The attempt to quantitatively derive mean
accumulation rates for different time periods miscarried for the large scale, highlighting
that more efforts are needed to incorporate RES isochrones into ice-flow models.
The third part of my thesis focuses on the roughness of the subglacial bed beneath the
EAIS, a key factor in the control of ice dynamics and at the same time affected by past
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ice flow. I assessed the basal properties of the EAIS by statistical analysis of the bed
topography, allowing for a classification of different subglacial landscapes. Furthermore,
relationships between basal roughness, ice-flow speed and basal temperatures were
observed. In East Antarctic regions with slow flow speed, there are significant differ-
ences in one of the roughness parameters for cold and warm conditions at the bed. This
could in future serve as a new method to use the basal roughness to infer, under some
circumstances, the basal thermal condition, or validate modeled temperate-bed locations.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Ice sheets and climate
The future behavior of the Earth’s ice sheets in a continually warming climate is of great
importance to us as a species, due to its impact on the habitability of our planet. For at
least the last two decades, continental ice sheets have been decaying increasingly rapidly
(Rignot et al., 2011; Vaughan et al., 2013, Sect. 4.4.3). This loss of mass from continental
ice has a direct impact on global sea level. In total, the Greenland Ice Sheet (GrIS) and
West Antarctic Ice Sheet (WAIS) have the capacity to produce about 7 m eustatic sea-
level equivalent each, whilst melting the East Antarctic Ice Sheet (EAIS) would equate
to about 54 m eustatic sea-level rise (Huybrechts et al., 2000; Cuffey and Paterson, 2010).
Such a sea-level rise would massively reduce the available land space for agriculture and
directly affect a large proportion of the human population as most settlements are located
in direct vicinity of the coasts.
In addition to the direct impact of melting ice sheets on sea level, the cryosphere can
also affect human activity in more subtle ways. The release of freshwater masses by melt-
ing ice sheets changes the composition of nearby ocean waters, which in turn affects
regional and global weather systems and ocean currents, potentially leading to abrupt
climate shifts (Rahmstorf, 2002; Lenton et al., 2008). Enhanced freshwater fluxes from
melting glaciers in the Arctic are thought to have already weakened the Atlantic merid-
ional overturning circulation over the past 150 years (Thornalley et al., 2018). In affecting
atmospheric and ocean circulation, the heat and moisture transport throughout the en-
tire climate system is altered. This can act to increase the occurrence of extreme events,
for example, bringing more floods to humid regions, more droughts to arid regions, and
increasing the frequency of large storms and tornados (Intergovernmental Panel on Cli-
mate Change (IPCC), 2014). The adaption to these changes will become an increasingly
important task in the future.
To react to a changing environment, it is essential to know what to expect. One way to
anticipate the future behavior of the Earth system is to study its past. Archives of past
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climate show that there has always been climate change in Earth history, albeit not with
the rate of the current anthropogenic warming. During the Quaternary, the last 2.6 Ma
of Earth history, the climate state of Earth fluctuated between cold glacial periods and
warm interglacial periods with a regular cyclicity (e.g., Lisiecki and Raymo, 2005). The
frequency content of these climatic transition cycles can be explained by orbital parame-
ters and resultant variations in solar insolation (Milankovitch cycles, Milankovitch, 1941;
Hays et al., 1976). Yet, the amplitudes and dominant frequencies are thought to be deter-
mined by a combination of non-linear feedback mechanisms and changing greenhouse-
gas concentration (Masson-Delmotte et al., 2013), which are sometimes difficult to pin-
point. For example, the causes for the Mid-Pleistocene Transition (MPT) have not yet
been conclusively identified. The MPT is characterized by a cyclicity change at about 1 Ma
from low-amplitude, high-frequency (41 ka period) to higher-amplitude, low-frequency
(100 ka period) glacial-interglacial cycles, essentially without a change of orbital forcing
(Raymo et al., 2006).
Several feedback mechanisms of the ice sheets at the two poles play a major role in driv-
ing glacial–interglacial transitions (e.g., Lisiecki and Raymo, 2005; Clark et al., 2006; Cuf-
fey and Paterson, 2010; Masson-Delmotte et al., 2013). They act to amplify or even ini-
tiate a change in climate. One powerful feedback mechanism is the change in albedo.
The Earth’s absorption of energy from solar short-wave radiation increases when its sur-
face is darkening. Such darkening surfaces in a warming environment are, for example,
the replacement of sea ice by open ocean, retreating mountain glaciers, reduced seasonal
snow cover, and a reduced area of summer snow on the ice sheets and glaciers. All of
these processes increase the absorption of short-wave solar radiation, reinforcing further
warming. Another important feedback mechanism of the ice sheets into the global cli-
mate system is given by a change in freshwater retention by the sheets, which may result
in a rapid water release into the ocean. The density change of ocean waters in the ice-sheet
vicinity enhances or diminishes deep-water formation, and thus affects ocean circulation,
which can provoke abrupt climate oscillations (Dansgaard-Oeschger oscillations, Hein-
rich events, Dansgaard et al., 1993; Heinrich, 1988). The ice sheets are thought to be an
important component affecting the pacing of glacial–interglacial cycles. For example, in
the case of the MPT, the growth of larger ice sheets between 1250 ka and 900 ka ago, pos-
sibly enabled by exposure of a hard, high-friction crystalline bedrock (Clark and Pollard,
1998), and the resultant changing ice-sheet response to orbital forcing is thought to be one
possible cause for the transition (i.e., the onset of the longer-period 100 ka cycles) (Clark
et al., 2006; Elderfield et al., 2012).
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1.2 Ice sheets as archives
Not only are the ice sheets an important component of the climate system, they are also
a valuable archive of past climate states. Through the accumulation of annual layers of
snow being compacted into ice which slowly flows from the continental interior to the
margins, the ice sheets store the climatic history. The accumulated snow contains atmo-
spheric air, which is trapped when the snow gets buried. The air exchange is completely
stopped after the pore close-off, when the firn is finally compressed to ice. Afterwards,
the air stays in the ice in form of bubbles and clathrates (e.g., Kipfstuhl et al., 2001). This
paleo air, as well as dust and impurities washed out from the atmosphere or transported
onto the ice by wind, can be retrieved from within ice cores and then be analyzed. In
that way, polar ice provided many insights and illuminated new aspects of the climate of
the past 800 ka, which is the age of the oldest ice retrieved as an ice core so far (EPICA
community members, 2004). To go even further back in time and resolve more enigmas
of the climatic history, for instance the cause of the MPT, requires retrieval of older ice in
a continuous record. Future scientific goals of ice-core research, outlined by the Steering
Committee of the International Partnerships in Ice Core Sciences (IPICS), aim at retriev-
ing a new “Oldest Ice” ice core, a complete ice core spanning 1.5 Ma (Brook et al., 2006).
Ice cores are not the only cryospheric tool providing information about the past. The
structure of an ice sheet in itself is the expression of the ice-sheet history. Summer and
winter snow, snow from warmer and colder periods, and the precipitation after specific
events like volcanic eruptions or atomic tests, all leave distinct fingerprints in the ice
sheet and build up in a stratified structure. The initial stratigraphy from the ice-sheet
formation is stored and slowly deformed by the ice-flow divergence. Therefore, the in-
ternal stratigraphy of an ice sheet is the imprint of its complete dynamic history. Exam-
ining the stratigraphy can thus provide information about past and current ice-sheet dy-
namics, e.g., about the amount and variation of snow accumulation over different time
periods, the stability of ice rises, domes and ice divides, a changing position or extent
of ice streams, regional surface erosion, or time-variable basal sliding (e.g., Raymond,
1983; Nereson and Waddington, 2002; Urbini et al., 2008; Winter et al., 2015; Das et al.,
2013; Wolovick et al., 2014). These dynamic processes can be observed through radio-
echo sounding (RES) images of the internal ice-sheet structure.
1.3 Radio-echo sounding in glaciology
Radio-echo sounding is an ideal method to reveal the internal stratigraphy of an ice sheet
and the bedrock topography beneath it. RES has been used in glaciology for more than 50
years, starting with a focus on ice-thickness measurements. This has been used to reveal
the subglacial bed topography on continental scales, which is not accessible to that extent
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by other means (Robin et al., 1970; Evans and Smith, 1970; Evans et al., 1972). The bed
topography and the nature of the RES signal from the bed reflection can be indicative of
further properties of the subglacial bed, like its consistency of soft, deposited sediments
or hard rock, its state of erosion, and even the thermal state at the bed (e.g., Oswald and
Robin, 1973; Oswald, 1975; Siegert et al., 2005; Oswald and Gogineni, 2008; Bingham and
Siegert, 2009; Li et al., 2010; Rippin et al., 2014; Urbini et al., 2015; Jordan et al., 2017; Diez
et al., 2018). All of these properties affect the ice-sheet dynamics.
In addition to determining the ice thickness, RES can also be used to image the inter-
nal structure of ice sheets (Robin et al., 1969; Gudmandsen, 1970; Harrison, 1973; Gud-
mandsen, 1975; Paren and Robin, 1975). In more recent years, radar systems and data
processing have been adjusted and advanced to target for an improved resolution of in-
ternal reflection horizons (IRHs). They are able to resolve those structures in the ice-sheet
stratigraphy that provide further information about past ice-sheet dynamics and stabil-
ity. Some examples are Raymond bumps that develop above temporally stable ice rises,
domes and ice divides (Raymond, 1983; Nereson et al., 1998; Vaughan et al., 1999; Drews
et al., 2013), (buried) ice-stream shear margins, indicating where fast ice flow ceased or
changed its position (Jacobel et al., 1996, 2000; Clarke et al., 2000; Conway et al., 2002;
Christianson et al., 2014), buried dunes or paleo surfaces truncated by wind scour (Das
et al., 2013; Cavitte et al., 2016), disruptions in the stratigraphy, induced by changes in
the flow regime (Karlsson et al., 2012; Holschuh et al., 2014; Panton and Karlsson, 2015),
and basal freeze-on structures and folds (Bell et al., 2011, 2014; Wolovick et al., 2014; Bons
et al., 2016; Wrona et al., 2018). Some of these structures were also observed and mapped
in the context of this thesis. A collection with locations and exemplary RES images of
these structures is given in Appendix A and B.
Furthermore, RES measurements are an important complement to ice-core analyses.
While ice cores are valuable archives of past climate change, they contain only the mo-
mentary state at one single location. RES measurements can improve the interpretation
of the ice-core records by informing about the provenance of the ice-core ice and potential
irregularities along its flow path (Jacobel and Hodge, 1995; NEEM community members,
2013). With a direct connection of different deep ice cores by RES profiles with a con-
tinuous stratigraphy, the ice-core age scales can be synchronized and the uncertainties
reduced (Siegert et al., 1998; Steinhage et al., 2013). Information about ice properties and
age, retrieved from ice cores can be expanded to larger areas by RES measurements (e.g.,
Cavitte et al., 2016). This also makes RES measurements a valuable tool for reconnais-
sance studies for further ice-core drilling sites.
The spatial coverage of RES data of the major continental ice sheets, especially the GrIS, is
good enough to facilitate a broad glaciological interpretation with respect to ice-sheet dy-
namics and response to climatic changes. Studies that illustrate the broadness and value
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of RES data interpretation are, e.g., the studies by MacGregor et al. (2015a, b, 2016), where
the deep radiostratigraphy was traced in RES data to obtain the ice volume of past glacial
periods and to estimate the temperature distribution in the ice sheet from attenuation
rates, and to infer the basal thermal state of the ice sheet. All of these aspects play a cru-
cial role in influencing the ice-sheet dynamics. However, the full potential of available
RES data is not yet exploited. Especially the combination of multiple data sets from dif-
ferent surveys and institutes provides the possibility for whole-ice-sheet interpretations
also for Antarctica.
1.4 The East Antarctic Ice Sheet
Despite the growing number of RES surveys in Antarctica, the portion of the area mapped
with RES remains far behind that of Greenland. The reason for this lag is the extensive
area of the continent and its remoteness, which results in high cost for logistics and sur-
veys. Another drawback is that past RES surveys on the EAIS have not been centrally co-
ordinated, which resulted in surveys being conducted by numerous different institutes,
using different RES systems with unclear compatibility of the generated data, partly with-
out connection lines between different surveys or unfavorable survey design for IRH in-
terpretation (Cavitte et al., 2016; Winter et al., 2017; Young et al., 2017). Notwithstanding
these difficulties, understanding the behavior of the EAIS is crucial for anticipating fu-
ture sea-level rise as it is the largest continental ice sheet and represents a major element
of uncertainty in sea-level predictions (Cook et al., 2013; Ritz et al., 2015; Gulick et al.,
2017). Even though the response of the EAIS to the ongoing climate change is currently
not as apparent as that of the other continental ice sheets - and it is even gaining mass
in some regions (e.g., Shepherd et al., 2012; Helm et al., 2014; Velicogna et al., 2014) -,
there is evidence for large-scale deglaciations and EAIS contribution to sea-level rise in
past warm periods (Williams et al., 2010; Miller et al., 2012; Cook et al., 2013; Aitken et al.,
2016). The volume of the floating ice shelves, which buttress the EAIS, thereby preventing
faster discharge of ice through the ice streams, is decreasing at an accelerating rate (Paolo
et al., 2015). Recent studies (e.g., Gulick et al., 2017) suggest that the EAIS contributions
to future sea-level projections (e.g., Vaughan et al., 2013; Golledge et al., 2015; DeConto
and Pollard, 2016) might be underestimated because they assume stability of the EAIS.
Even if the ice sheet will not collapse completely, the effect of a partial disintegration on
global sea level is still major. One example is the Wilkes Land, especially vulnerable to
instability, as much of the subglacial bed in this region is located below sea level (Walker,
2018). The Wilkes Land has been deglaciated several times during the evolution of the
EAIS (Young et al., 2011). The ice streams and glaciers draining this region show high
rates of grounding-line retreat (Konrad et al., 2018), indicating a possible collapse of their
catchment areas (Joughin et al., 2014; DeConto and Pollard, 2016). The Wilkes Land alone
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contains about 9 m sea level equivalent (Vaughan et al., 2013, Sect 4.4.5). Its disintegration
would thus have a larger impact on our living environment than losing the entire GrIS
or WAIS.
Apart from its important role in the climate system and its potential impact on global
sea level, the EAIS, having evolved since the Eocene epoch (roughly 34 Ma – 56 Ma ago),
is also the oldest ice sheet on Earth (Kennett, 1977; Miller et al., 1991; Lear et al., 2000;
Coxall et al., 2005). This makes the EAIS the place to search for a suitable drill site for
an ice core containing 1.5 Ma old ice, a keystone of unraveling the causes for the pacing
of Quaternary climate cycles and the MPT (Brook et al., 2006; Fischer et al., 2013). The
precise boundary conditions that have to be fulfilled at an East-Antarctic location for
such old ice to still exist are outlined in Fischer et al. (2013), Young et al. (2017) and
Van Liefferinge et al. (2018).
1.5 Objectives and structure of the thesis
This thesis aims at achieving a broad picture of the interior of the EAIS, using RES data,
with regard to its stratigraphic architecture and inferences about ice-flow dynamics. This
is relevant for both reconstructing and predicting the ice-sheet reaction to a changing
climate. The study comprises three parts, one methodological, and two focused on appli-
cation. The following specific issues are addressed by my thesis:
1. Are the already available RES data, measured by different institutes with differ-
ent instruments, combinable for joint analysis and interpretation? Of particular
interest is hereby the combinability of the IRH information from these RES data. To
date, a large amount of RES data from the EAIS already exists, but the surveys of
different institutes are focused on different regions and have not yet been combined
for common interpretation. If this was to be accomplished, a long way would have
been gone towards entire-ice-sheet interpretations of East Antarctic ice dynamics.
2. Can reflections that appear as continuous horizons in the RES data set be
matched with specific layers in ice cores? A direct match between RES IRHs and
ice-core measurements reveals which property of the ice is causing the the specific
reflection in the RES data. The reflection cause informs about the isochronous char-
acter of the IRH and thus about its usability for mapping the age-depth stratigraphy
of the ice sheet. Furthermore, this allows a determination of the exact depth of the
origin of the reflection (within the limits of accuracy of ice-core depth measure-
ments), defining the age of the IRHs more precisely than current methods of age
assignment.
3. Which information about ice dynamics and maximum age of the ice sheet can,
and which cannot, easily be obtained from a dated IRH stratigraphy of the EAIS?
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Information of interest would be the distribution and temporal variation of accu-
mulation rates, regions with basal melt or a disturbed stratigraphy of the deep ice,
and the maximum age of the ice. This information can, for example, further con-
strain the regions suitable for drilling an Oldest Ice ice core, as all these aspects are
key factors for retrieving old ice in a continuous, undisturbed record.
4. What can subglacial bedrock properties tell us about the ice-sheet history, its
present state, and its future behavior, and how do we obtain this information?
The nature of the subglacial bed holds a lot of valuable information about the past,
present and future of an ice sheet, as its shape is formed by glacial erosion, while,
at the same time, it is a key control on present and future ice flow. Depending on
the bed material, soft sediment or hard crystalline rock, the friction and deforma-
tion properties that influence the flow speed of the ice sheet can vary over a large
range. The nature of the subglacial bed might determine how fast the ice sheet will
destabilize with increasing temperature and occurrence of liquid water (Jamieson
et al., 2014).
With the work towards these objectives, my thesis contributes to the efforts of two cur-
rently running international projects, (i) the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and
innovation programme ’Beyond EPICA - Oldest Ice’ (BE-OI), aiming at the retrieval of
1.5 Ma old ice from East Antarctica, and (ii) the proposed Scientific Committee for Antarc-
tic Research (SCAR) Science Programme ’AntArchitecture’, working towards a combined
database of the available RES data from Antarctica, facilitating a broad interpretation of
the East Antarctic stratigraphic architecture to inform paleo-climate reconstructions and
ice-flow modeling (Bingham et al., 2016).
The structure of the thesis takes the following form. As a preparation for the three main
chapters, Chap. 2 provides a short introduction to the methods and measuring systems
of RES, with a focus on application in polar glaciology.
The main part of the thesis is structured into three chapters (Chap. 4, Chap. 5 and Chap. 6)
that represent the centerpiece of this work. Each of these standalone chapters has been
or will be published separately in a peer-reviewed scientific journal. The text of these
chapters is re-formatted, compared to the published and submitted versions, to fit the
layout of this thesis. The bibliographies are combined with the overall bibliography at
the end of the thesis. For consistency and to follow the publication standards, the first
person plural is used throughout the three chapters. Chapter 3 gives a summary of the
objectives, results and implications of these main chapters and lists the contributions of
each author.
An overall conclusion and outlook is given in Chap. 7. It describes the outcome and merit
of this work, and gives suggestions for potential follow-up studies.

2 Radio-echo sounding measurements
This chapter provides a summary of the methods of RES, focusing on polar glaciology.
I start with a short introduction to the propagation of electro-magnetic waves, followed
by a description of the measuring instruments, the data and the general data process-
ing I applied. All references in this chapter are exemplary, as the rich history of RES in
cryospheric studies yielded a vast number of valuable publications. There are also many
review studies on RES in glaciology that can be referred to for more detailed information.
Some examples are: Bogorodsky et al. (1985); Plewes and Hubbard (2001); Dowdeswell
and Evans (2004); Bingham and Siegert (2007); Navarro and Eisen (2009).
2.1 Electro-magnetic wave propagation
Radio-echo sounding or radar is an active remote sensing technique, based on electro-
magnetic waves from the very-high and ultra-high frequency bands. The propagation of
electro-magnetic waves is controlled by the magnetic and electrical properties of the car-
rier medium. These properties are the complex-valued magnetic permeability µ = µ0µr,
with µ0 = 4π · 10−7 VsA−1 m−1 and the complex-valued electrical permittivity ε = ε0εr,
with ε0 = 8.8542 · 10−12 AsV−1 m−1. The relative magnetic permeability µr and the rela-
tive electrical permittivity εr are dimensionless complex values, given relative to those in
vacuum (or, in good approximation, also in air). Many materials, including ice, are non-
magnetic with the relative magnetic permeability µr = 1 (Plewes and Hubbard, 2001).
The material properties are connected by Maxwell’s equations that describe electro-
magnetic fields and form the basis of the classical electro-magnetism (Maxwell, 1864).
A combination of Maxwell’s equations for homogeneous media leads to the electro-
magnetic wave equation for the electric field E:
∆E+ µε
∂2E
∂t2
= 0. (2.1)
The same equation holds for the magnetic field.
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A solution of the differential wave equation is a harmonic plane wave, propagating, e.g.,
in z-direction:
E(z) = E0(z)expi(kz−ωt), (2.2)
with the circular frequency ω in Hertz (Hz) and the wave number k = |k| in m−1. k =
ω
√
µεn is the complex wave vector, with the normal vector of the wave plane n. The
wave speed c is the velocity with which a certain phase propagates in space. A certain
phase (also called wave front) is defined by kz−ωt = const, hence
c =
dz
dt
=
ω
k
. (2.3)
It follows for non-magnetic materials
c =
1√
ε0εrµ0
=
c0√
εr
(2.4)
in relation to the electro-magnetic wave speed in vacuum/air, c0 = 2.988 · 108 ms−1. The
ratio of the wave speed in vacuum to that in the material n =
√
εr is called the refractive
index of the material (Pellikka and Rees, 2009). For non-dispersive materials and vacuum,
c(k) is constant (
√
εµ, n independent of ω). This is not fulfilled for most materials. How-
ever, dispersion is small in the range of frequencies used for RES measurements (Johari
and Jones, 1976).
In materials (in contrast to vacuum), there is a phase shift between the applied electric
field and the polarization. This is implied by the (relative) permittivity being a complex
number with an imaginary part, the loss factor, that can be expressed as a function of the
electrical conductivity σ (Siemens per meter, Sm−1):
εr = ε
′ − iε′′ = ε′ − i σ
ωε0
(2.5)
The real part of the relative permittivity ε′ (for simplicity called real permittivity here-
after) of glacial ice is mostly influenced by the density ρ (in kgm−3) and there are several
empirical equations to describe this relation. Two that are commonly used are the relation
by Kovacs et al. (1995) that is valid for dry snow, firn and ice:
ε′ = (1+ 0.000845 ρ)2, (2.6)
and the real-valued dielectric mixture equation by Looyenga (1965):
ε′(z) =
(
ρ(z)
ρice
(
ε′ice
1
3 − 1
)
+ 1
)3
, (2.7)
with the measured density ρ(z) and the pure-ice values for density and real permittivity
ρice ≈ 917 kg m−3 and ε′ice ≈ 3.15 – 3.17, depending on temperature (Fujita et al., 1993)
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The imaginary part of the relative permittivity (Eq. (2.5)) is responsible for the absorption
of wave energy in the material. σ increases with increasing ice temperature, impurity
content, and wave frequency (Plewes and Hubbard, 2001; Dowdeswell and Evans, 2004).
The distribution of electric conductivity with depth can be measured on ice cores, e.g.,
with the dielectric profiling (DEP) method (Moore, 1993).
Polar ice is a low-loss medium with σωε0 ≪ ε′ and so the wave speed in ice is determined
by the real permittivity ε′:
c =
c0√
ε′
(2.8)
In glaciers and ice sheets, the density and thus the real permittivity increase from the
snow surface downwards through the firn, until ρice is reached. The increasing density
causes a reduction in wave speed with depth (Eqs. (2.6)/(2.7) and (2.8)). The wave-speed-
depth function can be inferred from a known density-depth profile, e.g., measured at an
ice-core.
Due to the decreasing wave speed, the waves are refracted in normal direction (towards
nadir) when traveling from the snow surface towards the bed and when crossing the
air–ice interface (Snell’s law). The increase in energy around the nadir from this focusing
effect of the ice is called refraction gain q.
2.2 Electro-magnetic waves at interfaces
Whenever an electro-magnetic wave reaches an interface between materials of different
electrical properties, i.e. conductivity or permittivity, its energy is partly reflected and
partly refracted. The ratio of the reflected amplitude Ar to the initial amplitude Ai of the
wave for a plane interface can be expressed by the amplitude reflection coefficient for
perpendicular angles of incident:
RA =
Ar
Ai
=
√
εr,1 −√εr,2√
εr,1 +
√
εr,2
=
n1 − n2
n1 + n2
, (2.9)
with the index numbers indicating the different materials. For negative RAs, the reflected
wave has a changed polarity compared to the incident wave (Navarro and Eisen, 2009).
The reflected wave is the wanted signal of a horizon for the radar measurement. Equa-
tion (2.9) shows that the amplitude of the reflected wave is dependent on the difference in
relative permittivity between the two media. Therefore, internal reflections from within
the ice are generally weaker than the bed reflection, and a subglacial lake can be distin-
guished from bedrock.
RES data from regions with undisturbed, uniform ice flow in East Antarctica are charac-
terized by a (sub-)parallel stratigraphy. The internal reflection horizons (IRHs) are often
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continuous over long distances. The stratigraphy is (mostly) built up from paleo surfaces
that got buried by new snow. These paleo surfaces move deeper down the ice column
with a velocity that is determined by accumulation rate, basal melt rate, ice thickness
and distribution of horizontal flow speed. Shallow IRHs are usually sub-parallel to the
ice surface and align more and more with the bed topography when moving deeper in
the ice column. The degree of this alignment depends on the wavelength of the topo-
graphic features (Hindmarsh et al., 2006). The reflections from within the ice, which form
the horizontally continuous stratigraphy in the RES images, have three different causes
(Bogorodsky et al., 1985; Dowdeswell and Evans, 2004).
1. Contrasts in density, and resultant contrasts in the real permittivity (Robin et al.,
1969). These reflections occur mainly in the uppermost part of the ice column, above
and in the firn–ice transition zone with typical depths ranging from 50–100 m on
the EAIS (Cuffey and Paterson, 2010). The density differences arise from different
properties of summer and winter precipitation and spatial variations in the densifi-
cation process, e.g., due to different temperature or accumulation rate (Herron and
Langway, 1980; Hörhold et al., 2011). Below the firn–ice transition zone the density
stays approximately constantly that of ice, ρice = 917kgm−3, with slight variation
depending on temperature and pressure (Cuffey and Paterson, 2010).
2. Conductivity contrasts (Paren and Robin, 1975; Millar, 1981). In the context of my
thesis this is the most important reflection mechanism. It is responsible for the ma-
jority of IRHs below the firn–ice transition. The conductivity originates from acid-
ity content that was deposited during precipitation events. The conductivity sig-
nals form paleo surfaces or, as seen in RES profiles, continuous horizons that are
isochronous. The most distinct and widely distributed conductivity signals in East
Antarctica originate from large volcanic eruptions. Beside the acids, the volcanoes
emit tephra that can sometimes be seen as a dark layer in ice cores. Specific volcanic
eruptions can be identified by analyzing the tephra composition. Tephra layers and
acidic isochrones are thus important time markers that are used to tune ice-core
age-depth scales and to correlate the age scales of different ice cores (Hammer et al.,
1980). The reflection strength of conductivity contrasts in RES data is dependent on
the measuring frequency (Fujita and Mae, 1994; Matsuoka et al., 1996).
3. Changes in ice fabric, caused by stress and strain in the ice (Harrison, 1973; Fu-
jita et al., 1993). Being subjected to strain, the originally randomly distributed, in-
trinsically anisotrope ice crystals can align to a preferred orientation and form an
anisotropic layer which is called crystal-orientation fabric (COF) layer. A few of
such layers, seen as horizontally continuous IRHs in radar data, could be identified
at the EPICA (European Project for Ice Coring in Antarctica) Dronning Maud Land
(EDML) drill site by Eisen et al. (2007) and Diez et al. (2015). COF layers are not nec-
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essarily isochronous and therefore not used for inferring the age-depth distribution
in an ice sheet. Nevertheless, they are indicative of the stress regime in the ice and
recent or former ice-flow dynamics.
2.3 Radio-echo sounding systems
Common RES systems consist of synchronized transmitter and receiver with respective
antennas, a digital recording system with a transient recorder and digital storage, and a
control unit. The central parts of the transmitter are a signal generator and a modulator.
Receivers usually contain filters, a limiter to protect the system from strong signals and
an amplifier with variable gain (Navarro and Eisen, 2009).
The received signal of reflections from different depths, caused by one transient source
signal (one shot) is called a trace. The received amplitude (usually power Pr in dB with re-
spect to transmitted power Pt) is recorded as a function of time after signal transmission.
The time at which the signal arrives at the receiver antenna is the time the wave needs
for propagating from the transmitting antenna to the respective reflector and back to the
receiver antenna (see Fig. 2.1). It is thus called two-way travel time (TWT). To convert
the information in the RES data from TWT domain to depth, knowledge or assumptions
about the wave speed in the material are needed.
A reflection is detectable when the received reflection power is above the noise level. The
ratio of received power to transmitted power from a plane reflector is:
Pr
Pt
=
GtArq
16πz2
RA2
L
, (2.10)
with the antenna transmission gain Gt, the receiver-antenna area Ar, the refraction gain
q, the amplitude reflection coefficient RA, the distance between antennas and reflector
z and the complete power loss in the two-way path L (Dowdeswell and Evans, 2004).
The distance term describes the energy loss due to the spreading of the wave in three-
dimensional space, called geometric spreading. The loss factor L includes reflection losses
at the air–ice interface, transmission losses at the ice–bedrock interface, and attenuation
in the ice by dielectric absorption and scattering.
For applications considered in this study, like measuring the ice thickness or IRHs
throughout the entire ice column, measurements are made in common-offset configu-
ration. Hereby, the antennas are installed in a fixed distance from each other, for instance
under the aircraft wings or fuselage, and then moved over the ice. Traces are recorded
at regular temporal or spatial intervals and plotted next to each other to get a horizontal
profile of the depth information. This image is called a radargram, or sometimes also Z-
scope image, compared to A-scope, which is the single trace. Figure 2.1 shows a sketch
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Figure 2.1. Sketch of RES measurements in common-offset configuration, borrowed from Navarro
and Eisen (2009).
of ground-based RES measurements in common-offset configuration. The horizontal dis-
tance of the traces (horizontal sampling interval) is determined by the speed of the an-
tenna movement and the signal repetition frequency. The transmitter and receiver anten-
nas are close enough to assume normal incidence for horizontal reflectors. Other mea-
surement configurations are the common midpoint configuration, where the distance of
transmitter and receiver antennas is gradually increased and, if boreholes are available, a
combination of one or both antennas being installed subsurface. These configurations can
be used to accurately derive the wave-speed-depth functions, which, in turn, are needed
for the TWT-to-depth conversion of the common-offset measurements.
There are different types of RES systems that are used depending on depth and size of the
target structures and the measurement method. They are primarily differing in the kind
of source signal they use. The earliest systems were airborne burst systems (sometimes
also called pulse(d) systems). These systems are are widely used for ice-thickness and
IRH measurements on the polar ice sheets. The burst signals have of a certain frequency,
the carrier frequency, which is amplitude modulated to produce the bursts. Typical car-
rier frequencies are between some tens of MHz and a few GHz. Burst lengths range from
tens to hundreds of nanoseconds. Other systems use chirp signals. These signals have a
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fixed pulse length during which the frequency runs through a defined frequency range.
The chirp signals are characterized by their center frequencies fc and bandwidths B. B
is the width of the frequency range. Small pulse lengths for the burst and large band-
widths for the chirp systems, respectively, result in a high vertical resolution, often called
range resolution, of the measurement. The advantage of the chirp systems over the burst
systems is that pulse duration can be prolonged, facilitating the transmission of higher
signal energies, without decreasing the range resolution. However, the data processing
is costlier as pulse compression needs to be applied. Although the use of high frequen-
cies for RES measurements is advantageous (for achieving higher resolution, needing
smaller antennas, etc.), the frequencies cannot be increased to any height. Usually, there
is a trade-off between resolution and penetration depth. For frequencies above approxi-
mately 150 MHz the absorption of wave energy by dielectric loss is increasing with fre-
quency (Johari and Jones, 1976). Another factor is the enhanced volume scattering, fur-
ther raising the total power loss by attenuation for higher measuring frequencies. Typical
range resolutions of burst and chirp systems that can detect the bed reflection at ice thick-
nesses of up to 4 km are in the range of about ten to tens of meters.
For temperate ice or small valley glaciers it is often beneficial to increase the directivity
of the measurements, to reduce clutter signals from the inhomogeneous ice or the val-
ley sides. This can be accomplished with a decreased pulse length by using impulse (or
mono-cycle) radars, transmitting a signal consisting of only approximately one cycle, fre-
quency modulated (FMCW radar), or stepped frequency source signals. These systems
can achieve a very good vertical resolution, depending on the frequencies they use. How-
ever, their performance regarding penetration depth remains behind the burst systems.
Apart from applications on temperate ice they are often used to investigate density vari-
ations in snow and firn of the polar ice sheets, down to depths of a few hundred meters.
More recent development in the RES technique in glaciology goes towards multi-channel
and coherent signal recording, which facilitates synthetic-aperture post-processing as
known from synthetic-aperture radar (SAR) satellites. With this technique, the horizontal
an vertical resolution can be increased in the post-processing, and even 3D images can be
produced with measuring only one profile.
2.4 RES data and processing
My thesis is based on the RES data that were collected by colleagues from the Alfred
Wegener Institute (AWI) during the last two decades. Additionally, I used some data
from other institutes, for comparison in my first publication, and to enlarge the covered
area in the other two parts. Due to the location of the German Neumayer Station, the
logistic base for most of the RES surveys, and the deployment of the AWI RES system
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for the EDML ice core pre-site survey, the AWI data are concentrated in Dronning Maud
Land (DML). A few surveys were also flown outside of DML. Those start at the EPICA
Dome C (EDC) drill site and, among others, connect the EDC and Vostok drill sites and
continue to Dome A (DA), the highest point of the EAIS. Figure 2.2 gives an overview of
East Antarctica with the deep drill sites, other place names and the RES profiles used in
the thesis. The RES data and surveys are described in detail in the chapters where they
are used. In Fig. 2.2, I just give the short names for orientation.
The paragraphs below describe the specifics of the RES systems, the basic processing
and the bed and IRH tracing for the AWI RES data. Specific characteristics or different
processing of any additional data that are used are described in the respective chapters.
The airborne radar system of the AWI is a burst system with a carrier frequency of
150 MHz that can be operated in toggle mode with 60 ns and 600 ns burst lengths. This
corresponds to approximately 5 m and 50 m range resolution in ice, respectively (Nixdorf
et al., 1999). In toggle mode, the burst length alternates between the shots, generating
one radargram with higher range resolution and one with lower range resolution but
higher penetration depth for each profile. The 600 ns data are used for ice-thickness mea-
surements, the short-pulse data are used for IRH interpretation. Before interpreting the
data, some basic processing needs to be applied, which was done with the commercial
seismic-processing software application FOCUS (Paradigm). First, the data are stacked to
an average trace distance of about 75 m for noise reduction. In a second step, the data are
differentiated to enhance the contrasts of the reflections in the radargram image. Further-
more, an automatic gain control filter is applied in the vertical (TWT) direction, to partly
compensate for the larger geometric-spreading and attenuation losses deeper in the ice
column. Depending on application, different band-pass filters are applied to increase the
visibility of the reflections of interest. The surface and bedrock tracing was conducted
continuously during over 20 years of surveying by several colleagues with the FOCUS
software. The exact procedure with example figures is, e.g., described in Bellot (2012).
The last processing step before IRHs are traced and interpreted is to shift the surface re-
flection to a certain TWT in all traces, resulting in a flat surface in the radargram. This
ensures a consistency of surface, bed and internal reflections at the crossover points of
different profiles.
Processed as described, the data are loaded into the commercial seismic-processing soft-
ware package Landmark (Halliburton) for the tracing procedure. The software allows for
semi-automatic tracing, where manual picks can be set and are then automatically con-
nected by searching for the maximum, minimum, or zero-crossing within a certain time
window around the manual picks in the neighboring traces. In that way, the IRHs can be
traced along the RES profiles and transferred from one profile to another at the crossover
points of the profiles. The transfer is facilitated by the Landmark software by marking the
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Figure 2.2. Overview of East Antarctica with important place names, drill sites, and the RES pro-
files used in this thesis. The axes are Antarctic Polar Stereographic coordinates. Green lines in-
dicate the AWI RES profiles (dark green is the latest AWI survey OIR). Orange lines are AGAP
data (bright: AGAP-South, dark: AGAP-North), blue lines are Operation IceBridge data from the
ICECAP project, and red lines are the profiles of the OIA survey from the ICECAP II project.
TWTs of IRHs traced in crossing profiles (see Fig. 2.3) and by the possibility to display
two profiles in a composite view, with the location along the profile shown in a separate
window (Fig. 2.4).
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Figure 2.3. Example radargram in the Landmark processing software during the procedure of IRH
tracing. Colored lines are traced IRHs, vertical ticks indicate where the respective IRHs are picked
in crossing profiles. The names of the crossing profiles are written at the top of the radargram.
Figure 2.4. Two radargrams displayed next to each other in the Landmark processing software
during the transfer of IRHs from one profile to another. The radargrams are compound at their
crossing location. The cross in the small window indicates the location of the cursor in the profiles
(dotted lines).
These features also provide the means for a independent control of the tracing, whenever
there are full circles of profiles like for a gridded survey design. When a RES profile passes
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the drill site of an ice core, the RES data can be converted from TWT to depth domain with
an accurate wave-speed-depth function, derived from density measurements on the ice
core and Eqs. (2.6)/(2.7) and (2.8). The traced IRHs can then be assigned with their age
from the ice-core age scale. This approach is described in detail in Chap. 4.

3 Publication synopsis
The aim of this study is to establish a comprehensive interpretation of the interior of the
EAIS, with respect to stratigraphic architecture, basal properties and ice-flow dynamics.
The study is structured in three parts, investigating different aspects that are relevant
for achieving this aim. The first part is focused on methodological questions. The second
and third parts use the insights from the first part for a large-scale mapping of the age
stratigraphy and basal properties of the EAIS and address what can be inferred thereof
about the ice-sheet dynamics. The following three chapters (Chap. 4, 5 and 6) are my first-
author contributions (to-be) to scientific journals and describe the science and outcomes
of the different working parts. Furthermore, I contributed to another study, published in
the journal Frontiers in Earth Science (Karlsson et al., 2016). The study has some common
methods with my first two publications, but a different study area (Greenland) and time
scale. As it is unrelated to the topic of my thesis, I will not include it here. The sections
of this chapter (Sect. 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3) highlight the strategy of my thesis and give the
motivation and results of the different working steps. Furthermore, the contributions of
the different authors to the journal contributions are listed. To facilitate the readability
and comprehension of these short overviews, any references are not given in this chapter,
but only in the respective publication chapters. Specific RES data sets that are mentioned
in the sections below are described in more detail in the respective publication chapters.
3.1 Paper I: Comparison of measurements from different radio-
echo sounding systems and synchronization with the ice core
at Dome C, Antarctica
by Anna Winter, Daniel Steinhage, Emily J. Arnold, Donald D. Blankenship, Marie G. P.
Cavitte, Hugh F. J. Corr, John D. Paden, Stefano Urbini, Duncan A. Young, and Olaf Eisen
published in The Cryosphere in March 2017 (Winter et al., 2017).
This first work package addresses some methodological questions that arise when inter-
preting RES data to obtain the internal stratigraphy of the ice sheet, and when moving
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from local-scale interpretation to regional or even continental scales. Combining different
RES data and accurate dating of IRHs is imperative for establishing a large-scale mapping
of the age structure of the EAIS, where no reasonable coverage or resolution is obtained
with only one data set. For these reasons, the questions of how combinable the different
RES data are and if they all depict the englacial structure in the same way are addressed.
We compile the data of five different RES systems from the research institutes that rep-
resent the main contributors of RES data from East Antarctica and compare the various
systems’ strengths and weaknesses. All data are recorded in close vicinity to the EPICA
Dome C (EDC) drill site. Furthermore, we calculate a synthetic radar trace with the exist-
ing model ’emice’, using density and conductivity measurements from the EDC ice core,
to relate the IRHs to ice properties. We find that the IRH structure can be transferred be-
tween the data. A critical factor for a smooth transfer of IRHs between different data is
the similarity of the systems’ range resolution. By synchronizing IRHs in the measured
RES traces with those in the synthetic trace and by conducting sensitivity studies with
the conductivity profile, the exact depth and the reflection cause of the RES IRHs can be
identified. They can be assigned with their age from the ice-core age scale. This method
of age assignment has the advantage of only small uncertainties that are independent of
IRH depth. Because the IRHs synchronized with the conductivity profile are definitely
caused by conductivity contrasts, it is ensured that they are isochronous paleo surfaces.
As the EDC ice core yielded the oldest continuously dated ice so far, this study is a good
basis for tracing the oldest possible isochronous IRHs.
I processed the RES data collected by the Alfred Wegener Institute (AWI), selected the
data from other resources and compiled all data, ran the (already available) model
’emice’, tested different parameters and source wavelets, matched the IRHs with dif-
ferent methods, conducted the sensitivity studies, created the figures, and wrote the
manuscript. Daniel Steinhage collected the AWI RES data, is responsible for RES-data
storage and quality control, and proof-read the manuscript. Olaf Eisen developed the
1D finite-differences model ’emice’ for calculating synthetic radar traces, introduced me
to the other coauthors, provided scientific input, and supervised the work. All other co-
authors provided RES profiles and proof-read the manuscript.
3.2 Paper II: Deducing large-scale age distribution and paleo-
accumulation rates from radiostratigraphy in East Antarctica
by Anna Winter, Thomas Kleiner, Daniel Steinhage, Timothy T Creyts, and Olaf Eisen
in review for the Journal of Glaciology since November 2017.
In this second study, a large-scale age-depth stratigraphy of the EAIS is established,
using the knowledge from the first study about the nature of RES IRHs, age assign-
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ment on IRHs, and compatibility of RES data from different systems. We use RES data
from various regions in East Antarctica and trace at least two isochronous IRHs con-
tinuously along all profiles. The stratigraphy is further used to derive first-order esti-
mates of accumulation-rate distribution, locations of changing ice-flow characteristics
and the maximum age of basal ice. Such an IRH stratigraphy is of great value to provide
boundary conditions or parameters for continental ice-flow models. In combination with
model results from the state-of-the-art ice-sheet model PISM (Parallel Ice Sheet Model)
we derive paleo-accumulation rates from the traced IRHs. The comparison of the results
with accumulation rates from ice-core measurements and other studies show that the
method’s underlying assumptions are too simplified to be applicable on an ice-sheet-
wide scale.
I selected and compiled all data, transferred IRHs between different data sets, traced
the IRHs in the Antarctica’s Gamburtsev Province Project (AGAP)-South data set, calcu-
lated IRH depths and accumulation rates, created all figures, and wrote the manuscript.
Thomas Kleiner ran the PISM model, contributed to the modeling section (Sect. 5.3.3),
supported the interpretation of the model results, and proof-read the manuscript. Daniel
Steinhage collected the AWI data, is responsible for data storage and quality control,
traced the IRHs in the AWI data, and proof-read the manuscript. Timothy T. Creyts pro-
vided the AGAP-South data and proof-read the manuscript. Olaf Eisen provided scien-
tific input, contributed to the discussion section (Sect. 5.5), and supervised the work.
3.3 Paper III: Basal roughness of the East Antarctic Ice Sheet and
its indications for ice flow and basal thermal state
by Anna Winter, Daniel Steinhage, Veit Helm, and Olaf Eisen
manuscript in preparation, to be submitted within the next few weeks
This third part focuses on the subglacial bed properties of the EAIS. On the one hand, the
ice-sheet bed is molded by past ice flow, on the other hand, its shape, solidity and thermal
condition greatly influence the present and future ice dynamics. A thorough evaluation
of the ice-sheet bed can thus inform about the ice-sheet history, as well as improve the
sea-level projections from ice-flow models. In this study, we investigate the subglacial
bedrock properties by statistical roughness analyses of the bed topography, derived from
ice thickness measurements from a large RES data set combined from measurements of
different institutes. The roughness analysis enables a classification of the subglacial land-
scape below the EAIS, with respect to evolution and erosion history. Relationships be-
tween roughness, ice-flow velocities and basal temperatures are observed, which, if con-
firmed by more tests and measurements, would facilitate inferences about the basal ther-
mal state of the ice sheet, solely using ice-thickness measurements. This method could be
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a valuable tool for validating the basal thermal state from modeling, which is currently
the only means for obtaining basal temperatures apart from a few point measurements
at ice-core drill sites. The thermal state, bedrock material and bed roughness determine
the occurrence and magnitude of basal motion, the sum of the deformation of subglacial
bed material and the sliding of the ice over the bed. Basal motion is that part of total flow
speed that changes most rapidly with presence and absence of subglacial water and can
therefore facilitate rapid variations in ice-stream configuration and the mass balance of
the EAIS. The basal roughness is readily accessible information and could, in combina-
tion with a hydrological model, lead to a sliding-behavior parametrization for continental
ice-sheet models. This could diminish the uncertainty on East-Antarctic contribution to
future sea level.
I compiled all data, implemented the roughness parameter calculation, analyzed and in-
terpreted the results, created all figures, and wrote the manuscript. Daniel Steinhage
collected the AWI data, is responsible for data storage, quality control and the tracing
of the bed reflection in the AWI data, and proof-read the manuscript. Veit Helm imple-
mented and applied the auto-picker routine (see Sect. 6.2.1) and provided scientific input.
Olaf Eisen brought the work of Jordan et al. (2017) (which this study is based on) to my
attention, provided scientific input, and supervised the work.
4 Comparison of measurements from
different radio-echo sounding systems and
synchronization with the ice core at Dome
C, Antarctica
This chapter is published in The Cryosphere (Winter et al., 2017).
Abstract
We present a compilation of radio-echo sounding (RES) measurements of five radar sys-
tems (AWI, BAS, CReSIS, INGV and UTIG) around the EPICA Dome C (EDC) drill site,
East Antarctica. The aim of our study is to investigate the differences of the various sys-
tems in their resolution of internal reflection horizons (IRHs) and bed topography, pen-
etration depth and capacity of imaging the basal layer. We address the questions of the
compatibility of existing radar data for common interpretation and the suitability of the
individual systems for reconnaissance surveys. We find that the most distinct IRHs and
IRH patterns can be identified and transferred between most data sets. Considerable dif-
ferences between the RES systems exist in range resolution and depiction of the bottom-
most region. Considering both aspects, which we judge as crucial factors in the search for
old ice, the CReSIS and the UTIG systems are the most suitable ones. In addition to the
RES data set comparison we calculate a synthetic radar trace from EDC density and con-
ductivity profiles. We identify 10 common IRHs in the measured RES data and the syn-
thetic trace. We then conduct a sensitivity study for which we remove certain peaks from
the input conductivity profile. As a result the respective reflections disappear from the
modeled radar trace. In this way, we establish a depth conversion of the measured travel
times of the IRHs. Furthermore, we use these sensitivity studies to investigate the cause
of observed reflections. The identified IRHs are assigned ages from the EDC’s timescale.
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Due to the isochronous character of these conductivity-caused IRHs, they are a means to
extend the Dome C age structure by tracing the IRHs along the RES profiles.
4.1 Introduction
To predict the future evolution of ice sheets, the knowledge of their past response to cli-
mate changes is inevitable. Ice cores are valuable archives to study the climate of the past
(EPICA community members, 2004). In contrast to other climate archives, they contain
actual paleo-atmosphere in the form of air bubbles and hydrates that are trapped in the
ice. With this advantage, they are the only means to answer some important questions
in climate studies with respect to greenhouse gases: e.g., why did the glacial–interglacial
cycles change from 40 to 100 ka at the mid-Pleistocene transition (MPT) and what drove
the 40 ka cycles (Raymo et al., 2006)? For this reason the International Partnerships in
Ice Core Sciences (IPICS) included the retrieval of the “Oldest Ice” ice core as one of
their scientific goals (Brook et al., 2006). This core should contain a continuous ice-core
record over at least 1.2 Ma, preferably 1.5 Ma, at some distance above the ice–bedrock in-
terface. As compared to the oldest continuous ice currently on record (retrieved at Dome
C (EPICA community members, 2004) and has an estimated age of 800 ka), this future
core is supposed to include the MPT and some 40 ka cycles.
There are only few promising regions for such an Oldest Ice ice core, all of them located
close to dome or saddle positions on the East Antarctic Plateau (Fischer et al., 2013). As
many conditions have to be fulfilled at a site for old ice to exist and, equally important,
to be retrievable in an analyzable way, extensive pre-site surveys are necessary to fill
in gaps in the already existing data sets. Of great importance are not only ice thickness
and internal structure but also surface and basal mass balance, ice-flow history, as well
as temperature profile and geothermal heat flux. Since not all of these parameters are
easy to determine in the field, modeling studies will be engaged to constrain upper and
lower bounds on parameters which cannot be measured. Radio-echo sounding (RES) is
a widely used method to investigate accumulation, ice thickness and internal structure
(e.g., Urbini et al., 2008; Rodriguez-Morales et al., 2014; MacGregor et al., 2015a). Vari-
ations in density, conductivity or crystal-orientation fabric (COF) cause the partial re-
flection of electro-magnetic wave energy and thus appear as internal reflectors (internal
reflection horizons, IRHs) in radargrams. The IRHs from changes in density and conduc-
tivity are formed at the same time near the surface (Vaughan et al., 1999; Dowdeswell
and Evans, 2004) and then advected by compaction and ice flow. Density variations are
the primary cause of IRHs in the uppermost few 100 m of the ice sheet but do not oc-
cur in deeper parts (Millar, 1981). The IRHs from conductivity changes, in contrast, can
be found throughout the ice sheet. The reflection coefficients of those IRHs are related
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to changes in the imaginary part of the complex dielectric permittivity and are propor-
tional to conductivity changes and inversely proportional to frequency. A change of COF
is the second reason for reflections in the deeper parts of the ice column, predominating
in zones of high shear. In RES measurements the conductivity-based IRHs can be distin-
guished by the frequency dependence of their reflectivity from IRHs caused by COF and
density, which have frequency independent reflection coefficients related to changes in
the real part of the complex permittivity (Fujita et al., 1999, 2000). Conductivity itself was
assumed frequency independent in the range of RES frequencies, but more recent work
implies that its frequency dependence cannot be neglected for, e.g., attenuation studies
(MacGregor et al., 2015b).
RES data provide information about the englacial age structure away from any ice core.
The isochronous conductivity-based IRHs can be traced continuously over long distances
in the ice sheets (e.g., Steinhage et al., 2013) and thus be used for extrapolating the age-
depth distribution from ice cores along the RES profiles. In comparison with ice core data
sets this larger amount of information about the age structure of ice sheets is useful for the
evaluation of ice-flow models and an important criterion at the current stage of the mod-
els (Sime et al., 2014). Furthermore, IRHs are used to directly derive ice dynamics (e.g.,
Karlsson et al., 2012; Winter et al., 2015) and attenuation rates, whereof depth-averaged
temperatures can be obtained (Matsuoka et al., 2010; MacGregor et al., 2015b; Jordan
et al., 2016).
The great value of RES data for the investigation of the ice sheets has led to numerous
campaigns with gradually more sophisticated radar systems over the decades. Due to
the variety of differently motivated surveys and the rapid technical development, the
data of one particular radar system usually are confined to a more or less small area.
Therefore it is inevitable to combine data of different systems when working on larger-
scale or even ice-sheet-wide problems. For example, Cavitte et al. (2016) use data of two
different radar systems to obtain a continuous connection of the East Antarctic deep drill
sites Dome C and Vostok and a third system for an alternative connecting route and
separate quality control. Searching for the oldest ice, it would be beneficiary to include
the existing measurements of even more radar systems. However, it is not clear nor has
it been investigated whether the data, measured with different radar systems at different
times and having different characteristics, are comparable and can be assembled to one
data set suitable for this purpose or if there are less confinable data sets.
In this study we address these questions and, for the first time, compile the data of five
different RES systems, all recorded in close vicinity to the EPICA Dome C (EDC) drill site,
for comparison of the various systems’ strengths and weaknesses. Furthermore, we calcu-
late a synthetic radar trace, using the EDC ice core profiles of density and conductivity, as
established by Eisen et al. (2004) and Eisen et al. (2006) to relate the radar measurements
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to ice properties. The modeled radar trace is also used for an accurate depth inversion
and thus reliable age assignment of 10 horizons, identified in the RES data. As the EDC
core yielded the oldest continuously dated ice so far, it is a good starting point for tracing
the oldest possible layers.
4.2 Synthetic radar traces
To relate measured RES data to the physical properties and age of the ice, synthetic radar
traces are calculated from measured ice core data. The modeled traces are then compared
to the measured RES data with respect to the questions of depth origin and nature of the
RES reflections. In the sections below we describe the ice core data used for calculating
the synthetic traces (Sect. 4.2.1) and the actual modeling (Sect. 4.2.2). In Sect. 4.2.3 we
describe how we derive the value for the permittivity of ice that we use in all further
proceedings.
4.2.1 Ice core data
We use the records of the second EDC ice core (EDC99) that was drilled in the austral
seasons 2000–2004. The drill site is located on the East Antarctic Plateau at 123.35◦ E and
75.10◦ S, 3233 m above sea level. It has a yearly accumulation rate of 25 kg m−2 a−1 and a
mean annual surface temperature of −54.5 ◦C. The ice thickness at this location is 3309±
22 m (The EPICA Dome C 2001-02, science and drilling teams, 2002). In 1999, the first
drilling attempt had to be abandoned because the drill got stuck at a depth of almost
800 m. In the second attempt a depth of 3260 m was reached, with only a few meters
missing to the bedrock (EPICA community members, 2004). The core was dated back to
roughly 800 ka BP by, e.g., Bazin et al. (2013) and thus comprises the oldest continuously
retrieved ice to date.
Dielectric profiling (DEP; Moore, 1993) measurements on the core were conducted in the
field at temperatures of −20 ± 2 ◦C and a frequency of 100 kHz. The data set consists
of conductivity values (σ in S m−1) for the depth range of 6.80 m to 3165.20 m with a
resolution of 0.02 m. The data were corrected to a temperature of −15 ◦C and cleaned of
data points where the core was broken (Parrenin et al., 2012; NOAA, 2011). The record is
extended up to the surface by linear interpolation to a value of 4.05 µS m−1. Gaps due to
removed data points are also linearly interpolated and the record is linearly resampled
to 5 mm.
The density (ρ in kg m−3) of the EDC99 core was measured with the γ-absorption
method, which is also described in Eisen et al. (2006), at the Alfred Wegener Institute,
Bremerhaven, Germany, for the depth range of 6.80 m to 112.70 m in 1 mm increments
(Hörhold et al., 2011). Gaps in the record are linearly interpolated and the record is also
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resampled to 5 mm. For depths outside the measurement range the density is logarithmi-
cally extrapolated up to the density of ice, ρice = 917 kg m−3.
The records for density and conductivity are then combined to one record of depth, den-
sity and conductivity from the surface to 3165.2 m depth in 5 mm increments.
4.2.2 Electro-magnetic modeling of radar traces
Radar measurements are recorded in the two-way travel time (TWT) domain. The reflec-
tion peak of a reflector of a certain depth is recorded after the time a transmitted wave
needs to travel to the reflector and back again. To convert the depth profile of our com-
bined ice core record to the TWT domain of the RES data, we need the depth-dependent
electro-magnetic wave speed in firn and ice,
c(z) =
c0√
ε′(z)
, (4.1)
with the vacuum wave speed c0 and the real part ε′ of the complex relative dielectric
permittivity,
ε = ε′ − iε′′ = ε′ − i σ
ε0ω
, (4.2)
where σ is the conductivity, ε0 the vacuum permittivity and ω the circular frequency. For
readability we use “permittivity” hereafter for the real part of the complex permittivity
(ε′).
As the accuracy of the DEP measurement performed at EDC does not allow for an inver-
sion of the complex-valued permittivity of a two-phase mixture, as described by Eisen
et al. (2006), we use the real-valued dielectric mixture equation by Looyenga (1965) to
calculate ε′(z) from ρ(z):
ε′(z) =
(
ρ(z)
ρice
(
ε′ice
1
3 − 1
)
+ 1
)3
, (4.3)
with the measured density ρ(z) and the pure-ice values for density and permittivity
ρice = 917 kg m−3 and ε′ice = 3.17. In Sect. 4.2.3 we describe how we derived the value
for the permittivity of ice for our study. Below the depth, where the density of ice is
reached we use the constant permittivity ε′ = ε′ice. It should be noted at this point that
only conductivity-caused reflections and no permittivity-caused (i.e., COF and density-
based) reflections can be modeled in this way (Fujita and Mae, 1994). Neglecting the com-
plex character of the relative permittivity in the two-phase mixture leads to errors in the
complex permittivity, especially in the firn (Wilhelms, 2005). However, for the purpose of
reproducing the signature of the conductivity-caused IRHs as measured by radar, not the
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absolute value but the changes of conductivity are important. Though reflections occur at
the wrong TWTs in the synthetic trace when incorrect real permittivities are used in the
model, we avoid these errors by calibrating the synthetic with the measured radar trace
(see Sect. 4.2.3).
The permittivity record is smoothed with a 0.2 m running mean to prevent the masking
of the conductivity-induced reflections and the too quick reduction of the propagating
energy in the synthetic radar trace by a multitude of permittivity-induced reflections in
the firn section. More extensive reasoning and effects of this procedure can be found in
Eisen et al. (2006).
Permittivity and conductivity, processed as described above, are input parameters for the
1D-FD (One-Dimensional Finite Difference) version of the model “emice” (Eisen et al.,
2004) that calculates synthetic radar traces by solving Maxwell’s equations. The depth
increment of the model domain is 0.02 m. The maximum depth is 3165.20 m and an ab-
sorbing boundary is implemented in the depth direction. The time increment is 0.02 ns,
which fulfills the Courant criterion that ensures the stability of the numerical calculations
(Courant et al., 1928; Taflove and Hagness, 1995).
Following Eisen et al. (2006), we use a source wavelet of two and a half 150 MHz cycles.
It should be noted here that, for simplicity, this wavelet is based on the burst and pulse
radar systems rather than the chirp systems, which require additional post-processing
like pulse compression (Sect. 4.3). However, this synthetic pulse is much shorter and the
wavelet is not identical to any of the RES system ones. We chose it as trade-off between
being long enough to reproduce some interference effects and being relatively short for
determining reflector depth in sufficient resolution.
The envelope of the calculated trace corresponding to the reflected energy is obtained
by conducting a Hilbert magnitude transformation (Hilbert, 1906; Taflove and Hagness,
1995). Finally, the trace is smoothed with a Gaussian running mean of 100 ns. The result
of this step is the synthetic trace that we use for comparison with the measured RES data,
as described in Sect. 4.5.
4.2.3 Assessing the permittivity of ice
To calculate the correct TWTs for reflectors in our synthetic radar trace we have to use the
correct permittivities. For permittivities that are too small the wave speed is too high and
a distinct reflection does thus appear too early (Eq. 4.1). This time shift increases with the
absolute depth of the reflector. As the real permittivity could not directly be measured
at Dome C, we are looking for an average value for the permittivity below the firn–ice
transition ε′ice that best reproduces the reflection TWTs compared to measured RES data.
Above the firn–ice transition we use measured densities to calculate permittivities, as
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described in Sect. 4.2.2. As reference RES data we choose the AWI data for their small
distance to drill site, high vertical resolution and being a burst system which is closer
represented by the source wavelet of the model than the chirp systems (see Sect. 4.3 on
RES data). Note that it is not our aim to get the exact value of ε′ice but rather a good esti-
mate with this method, so we can easily match reflection peaks of all measured RES data
with the synthetic trace in a later step. The exact permittivity is not needed throughout
our study because we do not use a velocity function to calculate the depths of RES IRHs
but a sensitivity study with the synthetic trace (Sect. 4.5.3).
With the trial-and-error method we compare the synthetic traces of model runs with dif-
ferent ε′ice to the AWI trace, starting with the commonly used value of ε′ice = 3.15 (e.g.,
Rodriguez-Morales et al., 2014). We compare the TWTs of 10 distinct reflections dis-
tributed between approximately 2.3 and 24.3 µs TWT between synthetic and AWI trace.
This synthetic trace shows smaller TWTs than the measured one, with increasing time
lags towards greater TWTs. For this reason we repeat the procedure with an ε′ice increased
by 0.01, and so on. The best result is obtained with ε′ice = 3.17 for which we do not get
TWT lags that are systematically changing with increasing TWT between synthetic and
measured radar traces and for the compared IRHs. Therefore we conclude that 3.17 is a
suitable estimate for ε′ice in our study region and we will use the synthetic trace calculated
with this value for our further proceedings. This value is also found reasonable by Bohle-
ber et al. (2012) for slightly anisotropic configurations and is close to the pure isotropic
ice value of ε′ice = 3.16 found in their laboratory experiments.
4.3 Radio-echo sounding data
The profiles closest to the drill site were selected from the RES data available in the Dome
C area. The distance between the drill site and the furthest profile is less than 2 km. The
positions of the RES profiles relative to Dome C are shown in Fig. 4.1. As the influence
of different radar systems on the recorded radargram is to be examined, we use the data
of five different institutes: the Alfred Wegener Institute (AWI), Bremerhaven, Germany,
the British Antarctic Survey (BAS), Cambridge, UK, the Center for Remote Sensing of
Ice Sheets (CReSIS) at the University of Kansas, Lawrence, USA, the Istituto Nazionale
di Geofisica e Vulcanologia, Rome, Italy (INGV), and the University of Texas Institute for
Geophysics (UTIG), Austin, USA. The characteristics of the different systems and the data
processing are described next. The system characteristics are summarized in Table 4.1.
4.3.1 AWI
The airborne radar system of AWI is a burst system with a carrier frequency of 150 MHz
that was operated in toggle mode with 60 and 600 ns bursts (Nixdorf et al., 1999). Mea-
surements were conducted in austral season 2007/08 with the DC-3T aircraft Polar 5. We
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Figure 4.1. The deep drill sites in East Antarctica and close-up to Dome C with the RES profiles.
The crosses mark each profile’s closest trace to the drill site. The location of the EDC drill site is
marked by the red hexagon.
use the data with 60 ns bursts and stack them 10-fold. The stacked data have a trace dis-
tance of about 75 m and a vertical sampling interval of 13.33 ns. The profile passes the
Dome C drill site at a distance of 280 m.
4.3.2 BAS
The BAS profile was recorded in season 2005/06 with an airborne radar system on a
Twin Otter in 450 m distance to the drill site. The source is a 4 µs chirp wavelet with a
center frequency of 150 MHz and a bandwidth of 10 MHz. The vertical sampling interval
is 45.45 ns. The data are chirp compressed and a horizontal smoothing with a 49 sample
moving-average filter and 10-fold stacking is applied. The trace distance after stacking is
45 m.
4.3.3 CReSIS
CReSIS had one campaign in the Dome C area in season 2013/14, using the Multi-
Channel Coherent Radar Depth Sounder (MCoRDS) on an Orion P3 aircraft (Rodriguez-
Morales et al., 2014). The source wavelets are 1, 3 and 10 µs chirps, each running linearly
through the frequency range of 180 to 210 MHz (Gogineni, 2012). We use the L1B-data
CSARP_standard file, processed with pulse compression, focused SAR processing and
array processing with multilooking (CReSIS, 2016). The final product has a vertical sam-
pling interval of 33 ns and a trace distance of 30 m. The profile passes the drill site at
1745 m distance.
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Table 4.1. Characteristics of the five RES systems. The fourth column gives either the bandwidth
B in case of the chirp systems or the pulse length in case of the pulse and burst systems. The
sixth column gives the vertical resolution due to bandwidth (for distinguishing two reflectors),
determined as kc0
2B
√
3.17
for the chirp systems. For the window widening factor k we use 1.53, as
given in CReSIS (2016). Further details on data recording and processing can be found in the
referenced papers where the data are published.
System Aircraft Center Bandwidth/ Vertical Vertical Horizontal
freq. pulse length sampl. freq. resolution sampl. distance
(MHz) (MHz) (m) (m)
AWI DC-3T 150 60 ns 75 5.1 75
BAS Twin Otter 150 10 MHz 22 12.9 45
CReSIS1 Orion P3 195 30 MHz 30 4.3 30
INGV2 Ground based 150 200 ns 25 16.6 2
UTIG3 DC-3T 60 15 MHz 50 8.6 22
Modeled4 – 150 0.2 ns 1000 8.4* –
∗ The vertical resolution of the synthetic data is controlled by the filtering of the trace as described in Sect. 4.2.2.
1 CReSIS (2016), 2 Urbini et al. (2015), 3 Cavitte et al. (2016), 4 Eisen et al. (2006)
4.3.4 INGV
The INGV profile was measured in December 2011 during a test of a 200 ns pulse radar
system with a carrier frequency of 150 MHz, recording the envelope only. The horizontal
trace distance is about 0.25 m and the vertical sampling interval is 40 ns. The 2.7 km long
profile passes the drill site in 65 m distance. Spiking deconvolution, low pass filtering and
gain adjustment are conducted. We stack the data 10-fold.
4.3.5 UTIG
The radar profile of the UTIG was collected with the High-Capability Radar Sounder
(HICARS) in season 2008/09 from a DC-3T aircraft in 150 m distance to the drill site. The
system uses a 1 µs chirp wavelet running linearly through the frequencies from 52.5 to
67.5 MHz. The HICARS system is described in Peters et al. (2005) and the SAR process-
ing in Peters et al. (2007). The recorded data were filtered with a 10 MHz band notch filter
and a convolution. An automatic gain control is conducted and the data are stacked hori-
zontally coherently 10 times, log detected and incoherently stacked five times so the final
trace rate is 4 Hz. This gives a trace distance of about 22 m for this product. The vertical
sampling interval is 20 ns (Young et al., 2011; Cavitte et al., 2016).
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4.4 Assembling the data sets
Different system characteristics and processing result in different appearance of the RES
data. Our aim is to compare the RES and synthetic radar data in terms of identifying
distinct reflectors that can be found in all data sets and that can confidently be matched
in between the different data sets. Our basis for determining the origin of the IRHs in the
RES data is by relating them to the conductivity record. For this reason, we neglect the
first few microseconds, i.e., the upper few hundred meters, where most reflections are
due to density changes. Like Karlsson et al. (2016), we found that this matching can best
be achieved manually. But additionally we use a combination of two different ways of
imaging:
1. Single traces as reflected energy versus TWT (A-scope) to compare the reflection
peaks’ shapes and positions. For every RES profile, the trace (of stacked data) clos-
est to the EDC drill site is selected and plotted as a single trace. This is described
in Sect. 4.5.1 and shown in Fig. 4.2. To make the different data comparable, we first
shift them in time so that the surface reflections are at TWT zero. Here, we use the
maximum of the surface reflection peaks for the systems with chirp wavelet (BAS,
CReSIS and UTIG) but its steepest slope for the pulse systems. This is motivated by
the systems differing in signal generation and digitization. The depth of a reflector
is depicted not by the maximum of its reflection for the chirp systems but by the rise
of its reflection for pulse systems. Note that this is also valid for internal reflections.
The position of the surface-reflection pick for all traces is marked by the vertical
black line in the left panel of Fig. 4.2. The exponential trend is removed from every
trace. The peak amplitudes of the reflections decline in a different manner for the
different data, depending on the source wavelet of the radar system and the pro-
cessing. For that reason, we scale the data differently for the different depth sections
to make potential reflections in the basal region more visible.
2. Radar profiles of several kilometer length around the closest trace to the drill site,
plotted as TWT vs. trace number with amplitude values in grayscale (Z-scope), as
shown in Fig. 4.3 and described in Sect. 4.5.2. This way of imaging is especially
suitable to compare specific sequences of reflections and to check whether the re-
flections matched in the A-scope image are spatially coherent and representative
over larger regions, e.g. for extrapolation. Again, the surface reflections are shifted
to TWT zero and we plot the logarithm of the amplitudes for all RES data. For the
deepest third (bottom panel) we use differently processed, i.e., 2-D-focused, CReSIS
and UTIG, data for an improved visibility of the deep internal structure.
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Figure 4.2. A-scopes for traces of the five radar systems (positions indicated by crosses in Fig. 4.1)
and synthetic trace. The amplitudes are scaled individually and the exponential trend is removed.
The surface reflection of each trace is shifted to time zero (left panel). Some distinct reflections that
can be seen in some or all of the traces are gray shaded. The bottom panel shows the envelope
of the gradient of the conductivity profile. The peaks that are plotted in red cause the identified
reflections H1–H10 in the synthetic trace.
4.5 Results
In this section we compare the different RES data and the synthetic radar data in or-
der to match some reflections or reflection patterns distributed over the depth range. In
Sect. 4.5.3 we determine the depth origin of the identified horizons by means of sensitiv-
ity studies with the conductivity record.
4.5.1 Single traces, A-scope
Figure 4.2 shows the traces closest to EDC of all RES profiles and the synthetic trace. The
positions of the measured traces are marked by crosses in Fig. 4.1.
The left panel of Fig. 4.2 shows the reflections of the air–ice interface, which marks TWT
zero for each trace.
The upper middle part of Fig. 4.2 shows the traces for the majority of the ice column. In
this section we find a number of distinct reflections that can be identified in some or all
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of the traces. We highlight 10 of them (H1–H10), shaded in gray, for which we are confi-
dent to have them matched correctly and use them for further discussion. Those events
are also used for the sensitivity studies with the conductivity record. It should be noted
here that the peaks do not have the same relative amplitudes or width in the various
data. Furthermore, not all IRHs can be found in all the data. The envelope of the gradi-
ent of the conductivity profile that is used for calculating the synthetic trace is plotted
in the bottom panel of Fig. 4.2. The peaks of the gradient of the conductivity represent
the greatest discontinuities in the dielectric properties and thus are associated with the
reflection peaks in the radar data. The parts of the profile plotted in red color are the
conductivity signals that have to be removed for the identified reflections to disappear
from the synthetic trace. In that way, we are able to assign the reflections with their depth
and age, as described in Sect. 4.5.3. What is striking, when comparing the different RES
traces, is the comparatively low vertical resolution of the INGV and BAS data. Multitudes
of peaks from the other data are not separately resolved by the INGV and BAS systems
but rather combined to wider peaks. However, it is not always obvious which peaks join
together into one peak. Nevertheless, there are still reflections that are visibly similar to
those in the other traces. For example, the INGV and BAS peaks at about 15 µs (H5) can
be matched with the one in the AWI data or the INGV peak just before 14 µs (H4) and the
double peak at 17 µs (H6) with the UTIG data. In between these reflections, though, the
appearance differs considerably from the other data.
There are small time shifts for the identified reflections in the different RES data. In the
CReSIS trace, for example, the peaks are usually about 50–100 ns earlier than in the other
traces. The time differences for the peaks in between the other data are much smaller.
The third panel shows the bed reflections of the measured RES data and, just before the
bed reflection, the section of the basal layer. In this last section, a reflection can be found
at about 30 µs that fits well in the CReSIS, UTIG high gain, INGV, BAS and synthetic data
(H10).
The TWTs for the bed reflections fit well for AWI and UTIG data, with the UTIG reflec-
tions having a longer slope than the AWI, and the UTIG high gain a longer one than the
low gain bed reflection. In the BAS, INGV and CReSIS trace the bed reflections occur a
few hundred nanoseconds earlier. Possible reasons for the differences in the timing of the
bed reflections and internal reflections are discussed in Sect. 4.6.1.2.
4.5.2 Radargrams, Z-scope
Figure 4.3 shows Z-scopes of the five RES profiles. Unlike in Fig. 4.2, here the TWT serves
as the vertical axis.
In the leftmost panel the synthetic trace is shown. In the second panel this trace is adja-
cently plotted 200 times with the amplitude in grayscale. White noise is superimposed
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Figure 4.3. Z-scopes for synthetic and RES data sets of the five radar systems. The surface reflec-
tions are shifted to time zero as shown in Fig. 4.2 and the vertical red lines mark the positions of
the traces of Fig. 4.2. The length of the RES profiles is indicated on the horizontal axes. For the
depth axis we convert TWT to depth with a wave velocity of c = 168.5 m µs−1 and a firn correc-
tion of 10 m. For the bottom UTIG and CReSIS panels a 2-D-focused processing is applied. The
colored arrows and lines mark distinct reflector patterns, described in detail in Sect. 4.5.
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on each synthetic trace to get the appearance of a measured radargram. The other pan-
els show the measured radar data of the five radar systems, processed as described in
Sect. 4.3. We use an approximately 5 km profile length for all of the images with the ex-
ception of the INGV profile, which is only 2.7 km long.
Like with the single traces, again some reflectors can be matched nicely. Here, especially
sequences of IRHs are striking – for example, the three closely spaced reflectors at about
6.5 µs TWT in the synthetic radargram (red arrow in Fig. 4.3) that can also be found in the
measured data, although with a slightly different appearance. In the AWI data, the first
reflector is the most pronounced one, and in the UTIG data they are rather blurred into
one broad reflector. Another nice example is the strong reflector just below 8 µs, followed
by the wider sequence below 9 µs (H1 and H2, yellow double arrow) that catch one’s
eye in all of the RES data. Those can also be matched with events in the synthetic data,
whereas in the latter there exist more strong reflectors in between. Hereby, the one at 9 µs
is especially distinct and has a counterpart only in the CReSIS data. The section from
about 13 to 16 µs TWT (blue lines), with densely spaced, relatively strong reflectors, is
also similar in all of the RES data. It starts with a double reflection, corresponding to H3
in Fig. 4.2, that can also be found in the synthetic radargram. In the middle section of
Fig. 4.3 the reflectors at 19.8 and 20.5 µs (H7) are the most striking ones in the synthetic
data (light blue double arrow). The most alike counterpart of this sequence is to be found
in the BAS data. But there is also a match in the other RES data. Notable is that the first
of the two reflectors is more pronounced in the UTIG and INGV data, whereas it is the
second in the CReSIS data.
Striking differences between the RES systems exist in the quality of recording reflections
from the basal region, shown in the lowermost panels of Fig. 4.3. In the AWI data, where
the IRHs are nicely resolved in the upper two thirds, the visibility of reflectors ceases at 28
to 29 µs. The only distinct reflector after that is the bed reflection 10 µs later, leaving about
800 m without IRHs. The same is the case for the INGV data. In contrast, IRHs are clearly
visible down to about 33.5 to 34.0 µs TWT in the BAS, CReSIS and UTIG data, ending with
a relative strong continuous reflector with strong vertical variation (green arrows). In the
BAS data there are even some signals, spatially coherent for a few kilometers, as deep as
approximately 36 µs TWT. The same can be found in the CReSIS and UTIG profiles a few
tens of kilometers away from EDC, which are not shown here.
At the very bottom of the figure, the bed reflections of the RES data can be seen. These
measured bed-reflection depths are not to be compared with the strong reflection at the
bottom of the synthetic radargram. The latter marks solely the margin of the model,
which is equal to the end of the DEP record. At least 100 m are missing from the syn-
thetic trace to the actual bed, which makes a difference of more than 1 µs in TWT.
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4.5.3 Depths of the RES reflectors
To determine the depths of the IRHs, identified in Figs. 4.2 and 4.3, we conduct a sensi-
tivity study of the synthetic trace as described in Eisen et al. (2006). By sensitivity study
we mean that we remove certain peaks from the measured conductivity profile (the gra-
dient of which is shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 4.2) and run the model with the
changed input conductivity profile. As a result the respective reflection peaks disappear
from the synthetic trace. As the synthetic trace closely resembles the conductivity profile,
the conductivity peaks of interest can be identified with relatively small effort. An excep-
tion is the very uppermost part (∼ 400 m), where the reflectivity is influenced not only
by conductivity but also by density variations. The bottom trace of Fig. 4.2 shows the
synthetic trace calculated with original (red) and changed (black) conductivity profile,
and the bottom panel shows the gradients of the corresponding conductivity profiles. If
a reflection in the RES data can confidently be matched with one of the synthetic radar-
gram, the depth of the reflection can immediately be transferred from the conductivity
profile. It has to be taken into account, however, that the determined depth is the hori-
zon’s depth at the ice core location and may differ from its depth at the RES trace. Even
so, the horizon can be assigned with an age. Due to the conductivity-induced IRHs being
isochronous, their age is the same at the position of the RES profile, even if the depth is
somewhat different. If matched correctly, the uncertainty of the reflector’s age depends
only on the width and number of the reflection-causing conductivity peaks and the accu-
racy of the age scale. The advantage of the sensitivity approach over converting TWT to
depth using ice core densities and a velocity function is that the depth uncertainties do
not accumulate with depth but are independent of the absolute depth.
We remove sections from the conductivity record so that the gray-shaded reflections from
Fig. 4.2 disappear from the synthetic trace. In that way we find, e.g., that reflection H1
is caused by the conductivity peaks in the depth range of 700.54–702.64 m or that the
sequence H2 is caused by a multitude of conductivity peaks, spanning about 22 m depth.
All identified reflections, the depth ranges of their inducing conductivity sections and
their age ranges with standard deviation according to the AICC2012 timescale (Veres
et al., 2013; Bazin et al., 2013) are listed in Table 4.2. Age uncertainties for the IRHs due to
reflector width or shifts in TWT are discussed in Sect. 4.6.2.2.
4.6 Discussion
In the sections below we discuss the results of our comparison of the different data sets.
Section 4.6.1 addresses the comparison of the measured RES data among each other and
gives possible reasons for differences between the data. In Sect. 4.6.2 we look at the con-
nection of the RES data with the synthetic radar trace and thus the ice core data, including
an uncertainty assessment.
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Table 4.2. Identified layers of Figs. 4.2 and 4.3, their approximate TWTs, depth ranges of their in-
ducing conductivity sections and corresponding age with age uncertainties (average of published
AICC2012 age uncertainties of the top and bottom depth) on the AICC2012 timescale (Veres et al.,
2013; Bazin et al., 2013).
Horizon TWT Depth top Depth bottom Age top Age bottom Uncertainty
(µs) (m) (m) (ka) (ka) (ka)
H1 8.0 700.54 702.64 38.17 38.30 0.58
H2 9.5 786.84 808.80 45.49 47.22 0.78
H3 12.5 1078.90 1081.36 73.66 73.96 2.00
H4 13.5 1172.04 1179.06 82.03 82.58 1.53
H5 15.0 1267.34 1271.30 90.04 90.40 1.60
H6 17.5 1447.58 1458.16 106.32 107.49 1.88
H7 20.5 1745.80 1746.02 132.74 132.77 2.13
H8 22.5 1891.54 1892.98 160.96 161.24 3.50
H9 24.5 2060.14 2060.40 197.17 197.23 1.96
H10 30.0 2549.88 2588.34 328.97 337.96 2.74
4.6.1 Comparability of RES data
As pointed out in Sects. 4.5.1 and 4.5.2, there are some common features notable in all
of the RES data and the synthetic trace (e.g., the strong IRH at 8 µs). Especially the AWI,
BAS, CReSIS and UTIG radargrams show similar patterns of reflectors, like many densely
spaced reflectors (e.g., starting from 13 µs), or of lacking reflectors (22, 32 µs) at the same
depths. The distinct reflectors (that are usually chosen for tracing) can be identified and
traced (at least for the lengths of the investigated profile sections) in those RES data.
However, there are conspicuous differences, when comparing the data with respect to
resolution and penetration depth. The differences and reasons are discussed in the sec-
tions below.
4.6.1.1 Vertical and horizontal resolution
There are dissimilarities in the RES data in markedness and vertical expansion of the
reflectors. Those can partly be explained by the different range resolutions of the various
radar systems due to different source wavelets, receiver bandwidths, sampling rates and
post-processing. The sampling intervals vertically range from 13.33 ns (AWI) to 45.45 ns
(BAS) (see Sect. 4.3). This gives one sample every 1.1 and 3.8 m, respectively, in the ice of
the Dome C region. The vertical resolution due to source wavelet and received-antenna
system bandwidth ranges from about 3 to 17 m, as listed in Table 4.1. To some extent, the
differences in the RES data can therefore be attributed to the varying range resolution of
the different systems. The systems with lower range resolution are not able to capture
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multiple closely spaced conductivity changes, and these closely spaced layer variations
are only represented by a single reflector (of potentially complex shape). Regarding the
vertical resolution of IRHs at intermediate depths, we attest the AWI, CReSIS and UTIG
systems to be of best quality, which is expected per the higher range resolution identified
in Table 4.1. The CReSIS system shows the most detailed structure, while the AWI system
has the least penetration depth of the three systems. Due to their lower vertical resolution,
the INGV and BAS radargrams, but also the AWI and UTIG data, show examples (at 10
and 20 µs) where a series of reflectors in CReSIS data are depicted as only one wider
reflection. The detailed structure in the CReSIS data is advantageous for synchronizing
IRHs at a specific location in high resolution, like we do in this study. However, Cavitte
et al. (2016), who use several radar data sets to connect the EDC and Vostok drill sites,
point out that the high vertical resolution might make it difficult to trace the IRHs over
wide distances because the IRHs can thin out more easily than for systems with lower
vertical resolution and therefore more robust IRH returns. As for the compatibility of the
data sets, we assume that there are no major issues in combining AWI, CReSIS and UTIG
data at one location where the profiles are close to each other, due to their very similar
reflector patterns. However, the additional vertical resolution of the CReSIS data could
add ambiguity to combined data interpretations that include tracing of IRHs (Cavitte
et al., 2016). A similar problem arises when the lower resolved BAS and INGV data are
included, as it might become difficult to decide which reflector to continue with when
going from lower to higher resolution data. In Fig. 4.4 we show the intersection of AWI
and UTIG radargrams, the location of which can be inferred from Fig. 4.1.
Two example IRHs (H1 and H4) are marked by red arrows. All strong IRHs can be traced
smoothly across the transect. This supports our point that those data are well combinable.
The horizontal resolution of the bed reflection is best in the CReSIS data. Whereas in
the other data the bed reflection is somewhat blurred, we get a well-defined bedrock
topography from the CReSIS data. However, these quality differences could easily be
induced solely by the different processing techniques or to some extent influenced by
the different locations of the profiles. Thus a comparison at this stage is of little help
for judging the actual systems’ capabilities in depicting the bed topography. If a more
quantitative comparison of this aspect is required, we propose a survey with all systems
measuring a common profile with a length of 5 to 10 ice thicknesses.
4.6.1.2 Differences in IRH depth and strength
Other reasons for the reflector dissimilarities is that the measurements were not con-
ducted at exactly the same location, with different measuring frequencies and the mea-
surements have different path orientations as well. The depth of an isochronous IRH is
dependent on surface mass balance, ice thickness and ice flow. Urbini et al. (2008) and
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Figure 4.4. Intersection of AWI and UTIG profiles about 1 km north-east of the drill site (see
Fig. 4.1) for direct visual comparison. Two examples of identified IRHs are indicated by red ar-
rows. Note that the air–ice reflection is shifted to 5 µs. All strong horizons can be traced smoothly
across the intersection.
Frezzotti et al. (2005) found significant spatial variability in snow accumulation on the
scale of a few kilometers around Dome C (2 % within 2 km in direction SW–NE, inferred
from Urbini et al., 2008, Fig. 7b). This can have the effect that some layers may be thicker
in one profile than in another, leading to different appearances of the according reflec-
tions in the radargrams. It is also possible that some signals are missing completely at
one location due to erosion processes (Frezzotti et al., 2005). When stationary, even small
spatial accumulation variations cause spatial variations in reflector depths. This is cer-
tainly the case for greater depths, where the effect accumulates over thousands of years.
We see the reflector-depth variations as TWT shifts of identified reflections in the traces
in Fig. 4.2 and in the slopes of IRHs in Fig. 4.3. For instance the reflector at 11 µs in the
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CReSIS data has a slope of about 0.1 µs km−1, corresponding to about 8.4 m km−1. For
the reflector at 26 µs in the same data the slope is 0.15 µs km−1 or 12.6 m km−1. The spa-
tial variations are thus big enough to explain the differences in TWT for the identified
IRHs in the different RES data, e.g., about 0.1 µs TWT shifts for reflectors in the CReSIS
profile, which is more than 1.5 km apart from the other data.
Since ice thickness is a factor for IRH depths, the slopes of IRHs are also influenced by
the bed topography. We find quite steep slopes in the bed reflections in Fig. 4.3. The ice
thickness varies significantly, even on the scale of the distances between the RES pro-
files. The bed reflection varies about 1.0 µs TWT over 1 km profile length at the steepest
slopes of the bed reflections. This variation corresponds to approximately 80 m km−1 in
bed elevation change. This is consistent with results by Rémy and Tabacco (2000), who
established a 50 km× 50 km bedrock map for the Dome C region with 1 km horizontal
resolution. They found valleys, a few tens of meters deep, close to the Dome C drill
site. So, again, the differences in the RES data, e.g., the 0.5 µs earlier bed reflection or
earlier IRH reflections in the CReSIS trace (Fig. 4.2), can be explained by their spatial
separation. Furthermore, the RES profiles have different orientations. This could be the
reason that some reflectors, fully or partly induced by COF changes, are weaker or not
existent in some of the data, as the power, reflected by those horizons, is dependent on
the electric-polarization direction (Matsuoka et al., 2003; Eisen et al., 2007). Another fac-
tor that is worthwhile considering are the different measuring frequencies of the RES
systems, the center frequencies of which range from 60 to 195 MHz. The reflection coef-
ficient of conductivity-caused horizons is frequency dependent (Fujita and Mae, 1994).
This leads to different reflection amplitudes or reflector strength of one certain horizon
in radar data measured with different frequencies, in case the corrected relative returned
power (in dB) is plotted. According to MacGregor et al. (2015b) also the conductivity it-
self is slightly frequency dependent. This causes a signal to be more or less attenuated,
depending on its frequency. This does not influence the TWTs or inferred depths of IRHs
and thus is not so relevant for studies of the age structure of the ice sheets. However, the
frequency dependence of conductivity certainly is a factor that should be closely exam-
ined when using RES data to deduce attenuation rates and ice temperature.
4.6.1.3 Penetration depth
The IRHs cease to be visible at different depths in the bottom section of Fig. 4.3. This
happens in a different manner for the different RES data. In the AWI and INGV data it is
a rather slow process, with IRHs gradually becoming weaker. The weaker IRH response
is due to the attenuation of the RES signal as it propagates through the ice. As such, weak
internal reflectors are difficult to detect, whereas the strong return from the ice–bedrock
interface can still be detected. In contrast, the UTIG, CReSIS and BAS data clearly show
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reflectors down to approximately 33 µs, with comparably strong “last” reflectors (green
arrows) and below that depth no continuous IRHs are visible. The lack of continuous
IRHs below is not an issue of the systems’ power, but rather it means that the former
horizons are in some way deformed, amalgamated or disrupted into small-scale struc-
tures, not resolvable by the radar systems. This basal region, indicated by a sudden drop
of returned power in the radar data, is described as echo-free zone (EFZ) by Fujita et al.
(1999) and Drews et al. (2009). The lack of IRHs in this range not being an issue of the
systems’ power is also supported by the fact that there are regions with to some extent
spatially coherent signals almost down to the bedrock, like in the BAS data and also in
the UTIG and CReSIS profiles, outside the 5 km range shown in Fig. 4.3. It is difficult to
give a comparing judgement on the quality of the three RES systems in this deepest part.
The profiles were not measured at the same location and the internal structure in the
ice close to the bed differs strongly. However, as we still see some small-scale structures
and coherent signals, we are confident that all three systems are able to image structures
in the basal layer reliably. As the basal layer comprises the old ice, this is a crucial fac-
tor for oldest ice reconnaissance surveys. The lower range resolution of the BAS system,
comparative to the other two systems, applies also for the basal layer.
4.6.2 Synchronization of RES and ice core data
We find that distinct patterns of IRHs in the RES data can also be found in the synthetic
trace. The pronounced reflectors that are identified in all RES data can also be matched
with the synthetic data. In this way their depth origin at the drill site and thus their age
can be determined, as described in Sect. 4.5.3. However, like for the measured RES data,
there are also pronounced differences in appearance between the RES and synthetic data.
Possible reasons are discussed in Sect. 4.6.2.1. The uncertainties on depth and age are
discussed in Sect. 4.6.2.2.
4.6.2.1 Differences between modeled and measured data
The dissimilarities in the appearance of reflectors described for the comparison of the dif-
ferent RES data are even stronger when comparing any of the measured RES data with
the synthetic trace. This is consistent with the explanation by different measuring sites
and spatial variability in accumulation and ice thickness. The synthetic trace is calcu-
lated from the ice core data. The EDC99 core and the RES profiles are a few hundred to
2000 m apart. Additionally, the core, with its 0.1 m diameter, samples a much smaller area
than a radar system that averages over a footprint on the 100 m scale. There were discus-
sions about the spatial significance of ice core signals (e.g., Fisher et al., 1985; Richardson
and Holmlund, 1999; Veen and Bolzan, 1999). Palais et al. (1982) and Münch et al. (2016)
examine the representativity of cores, using snow accumulation variability and stable-
water isotope variations, respectively. Frezzotti et al. (2005), too, get slightly different
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accumulation rates from ice core and radar measurements and explain them with the dif-
ferent sample area. However, they find that for the Dome C region the differences of core
and radar measurements of 3 % and the spatial variability of accumulation are relatively
small compared to other East Antarctic regions, and the smallest of their Dome C–Terra
Nova Bay traverse.
Wolff et al. (2005) compare the conductivity record of the EDC99 core with the one of
the first drilling attempt (EDC96) that is 10 m away. They find that only in 45 % of the
cases the largest conductivity peak in a 10 m section is also the largest peak in a 10 m
section of the parallel core. This is typical of low accumulation sites, because significant
parts of a single year’s signal can be lost at a location by post-depositional processes like
snow drift. Gautier et al. (2016) evaluate the variability of the volcanic signal at the EDC
site, using five 100 m firn cores, drilled 1 m apart from each other. They found that the
probability of missing volcanic events is 30 % when using only a single core. The Tambora
event (1815 CE), for instance, is not detected by their algorithm in two out of five cores.
Wolff et al. (2005) suggest using methods that sample a larger volume of ice to smooth
out the spatial inhomogeneity. RES being such a method explains that the RES data are
more similar among each other than RES versus synthetic data. This implies also that a
very strong RES reflector does not necessarily have to be a large peak in the conductivity
profile or synthetic trace.
For some quantitative comparison of amplitudes, e.g., for deriving the attenuation rate,
again, the different source wavelets have to be taken into account. The synthetic trace is
calculated with a monochromatic burst wavelet. We neither scaled reflection amplitudes
to the differing center frequencies of the CReSIS and UTIG systems nor accounted for
the finite bandwidths of the chirp systems. Furthermore, conductivity itself is frequency
dependent (MacGregor et al., 2015b). This implies that also the different measuring fre-
quency of the DEP compared to the source wavelet (100 kHz vs. 150 MHz) effects the
reflection amplitudes of the synthetic trace. However, the uncalibrated conductivity pro-
file of the Dome C core and the simple model itself do not allow to quantitatively analyze
the reflection amplitudes, but only the signature of reflection patterns in our study. In ad-
dition to these factors, all related to the intrinsic frequency dependence of the dielectric
properties, the frequency-dependent thin-film interference also influences the measured
and modeled amplitudes. The signals from interfaces between layers with constant di-
electric properties can be strengthened or weakened by constructive or destructive in-
terference, depending on the thickness of the layers and the source frequency. This may
complicate any data combination that is dependent upon amplitudes yet further.
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4.6.2.2 Uncertainty assessment
Uncertainties incorporated in the synthetic data are the uncertainties from the ice core
measurements, inaccuracies in determining the permittivity and the neglect of tempera-
ture and anisotropy. The uncertainties on the density decrease with depth due to higher
absolute densities, and Hörhold et al. (2011) give a value of 0.66 % at 100 m depth. The
errors in the permittivity, induced by neglecting the complex character in the air–ice mix-
ture, are negligible, as we exclude the firn section and look only at depths greater than
600 m, where the air partition is minor. Uncertainties on wave velocity due to the depen-
dence of the permittivity on temperature and anisotropy both stay below 1 % (Gough,
1972; Matsuoka et al., 1997; Fujita et al., 2000).
The errors in the synthetic trace have an influence only on the TWT of the synthetic
reflectors, and thus eventually on matching those with the RES reflectors, but not on
the actual depth and age assignment. Sensitivity studies with the conductivity profile
define the depth range in which a synthetic reflection peak has its origin. Thus the depth
uncertainties of the IRHs are given by the depth uncertainties of the DEP measurements
and the vertical resolution of IRHs in the synthetic trace. The latter is adjustable, as it is
defined by the bandwidth of the source wavelet and the smoothing filter, as shown by,
e.g., Cavitte et al. (2016). The depth uncertainties of the DEP measurement are reported
as about 2 mm by Wolff et al. (1999). Added to that comes the depth uncertainty of the
ice core itself, which is difficult to quantify. Due to breaks in an ice core, an inclined
borehole and core relaxation after drilling the logged ice core length is always different
from the true depth. Parrenin et al. (2012, Sect. 2.2.1) estimate the offset to reach up to
several meters for a deep drilling. The direct transfer of reflector depths by the sensitivity
studies is not completely true for the RES reflectors. Because of different bandwidths
used in the RES data, there is an uncertainty associated in matching the peaks between
the synthetic and RES data sets. All of the BAS and INGV reflections, for example, are
wider than the ones in the synthetic trace and thus it is not clear which conductivity
peaks are incorporated in one RES reflector. The age uncertainties due to reflector width
increase with depth and can be inferred from Fig. 4.5, which shows the gradient of age
with depth (blue curve) and with TWT (black), respectively.
Added to that comes the age uncertainties from the AICC2012 age scale itself, given in
Table 4.2 (Veres et al., 2013; Bazin et al., 2013). The curves of Fig. 4.5 also give the magni-
tude of error in age that is avoided by our method compared to using only a RES profile,
in some distance to the core, and the age scale of the core. For example, the RES profile is
1 km away from the core and the IRH of interest has a slope of 10 m km−1 in the direction
drill site–RES profile. When using only the RES profile, we would assign the reflector
with an age off by 10 m on the ice core timescale. For a reflector at about 10 µs TWT that
would correspond to an age shift of about 1 ka, for a reflector at 32 µs of about 8 ka. This
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Figure 4.5. Gradient of the age from the AICC2012 age scale with depth (blue, left and bottom
axes) and TWT (black, right and top axes) to infer age uncertainties due to reflector width and
slope.
shows the advantage of our approach of first matching the RES IRHs with the synthetic
radargram and only then determining the depth and age of the reflectors at the ice-core
location, as it eliminates one possible source of error. The extent of error reduction, how-
ever, does depend on IRH slopes and distances of the RES profiles to the ice-core site.
4.7 Conclusions
In our study we compared the data sets of five different RES systems, addressing the
questions of their compatibility for combined usage and suitability for informing po-
tential “oldest ice” site characterization. All RES profiles were recorded within a 2 km
radius around the EPICA Dome C drill site, where the current oldest ice sample was
retrieved. We found that the data are broadly comparable at that location and that the
most-pronounced reflectors can be found in the RES data. The main differences between
the RES systems are constituted by their resolution of englacial structure and bedrock and
their quality in imaging the basal layer. The CReSIS data have the best horizontal reso-
lution in the depth of the bed and are thus providing a well-defined subglacial bedrock
topography. At this stage it is inconclusive whether this can be attributed to the CReSIS
system or rather to the different processing technique and profile location. If interested
in vertically well resolved IRHs at intermediate depths, the AWI, CReSIS and UTIG sys-
tems are the most suitable due to their comparably high vertical resolution. However, we
did not investigate the continuity of the IRHs beyond the 5 km profile lengths. Based on
their close similarity in reflection patterns at the investigated location we assume that the
AWI, CReSIS and UTIG data are smoothly combinable for common interpretation, which
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is supported by the direct comparison of AWI and UTIG radargrams at their profiles’
crossover point. However, the even higher vertical resolution of the CReSIS data might
cause some difficulties for the transfer of certain IRHs, as they might transition into mul-
tiple peaks. However, this has to be checked directly at the crossover points for the IRHs
of interest. The CReSIS, UTIG and BAS systems have the largest penetration depth and
are able to image some structures in the basal region. Nevertheless, due to the compara-
bly low vertical resolution of the BAS data, we attest the CReSIS and UTIG systems the
best overall suitability in our comparison for oldest ice reconnaissance surveys. The AWI
and INGV data in the current version are not as convenient for this purpose, as they fail
to depict the internal structure in the deepest approximately third of the ice thickness at
EDC. Nevertheless, the profiles could be used to close data gaps with respect to IRHs at
intermediate depths and ice thickness.
In addition to the comparison of the RES data, we synchronized the measured RES data
with a synthetic radar trace for depth conversion. Input for the forward model for the
synthetic trace were the EDC ice core conductivity and density. We found that the RES
data are more similar among each other than compared to the synthetic trace. This can be
explained by the spatial variability of the strengths of single conductivity signals as sam-
pled by ice cores and the smoothing effect of RES measurements due to their larger foot-
print and lower vertical resolution. Another reason for the differences is the partly differ-
ing frequencies and source types of synthetic and RES data, which have an influence on
the reflection amplitudes. This factor needs to be examined more closely for quantitative
amplitude analysis, which is necessary for inferring the attenuation rate and ice temper-
ature from IRHs. Such analysis, however, is not feasible with the data available for this
study, as the DEP measurements do not allow for correctly reproducing reflection ampli-
tudes. Despite the differences we were able to match 10 pronounced reflectors in the RES
and synthetic data. We identified the causative conductivity peaks of the matched IRHs
and in this way determined their depth and age. Since the identified IRHs are caused
by conductivity and thus isochronous, they can be used to extend the age structure, pro-
vided by the Dome C ice core, to regions of interest for an oldest ice drill site.
The combining of different RES data and the dating of horizons is requisite for a large-
scale mapping of the age structure of the East Antarctic ice sheet, where no reasonable
coverage or resolution is obtained with only one data set. The age architecture in turn
facilitates the inference of spatial and temporal variations of mass balance and provides
boundary conditions or parameters for large-scale ice-flow models.
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5 Deducing large-scale age distribution and
paleo-accumulation rates from
radiostratigraphy in East Antarctica
This chapter is in review for the Journal of Glaciology.
Abstract
We derive the age-depth stratigraphy from radio-echo sounding data, in combination
with ice-core age scales, for large parts of the East Antarctic Ice Sheet. The age scales
of different East Antarctic deep drill sites are connected with several radio-echo sound-
ing horizons, dating back to the penultimate glacial. In Dronning Maud Land, includ-
ing Dome Fuji, we use isochrones with ages of 38 ka and 74 ka. In the central region of
East Antarctica around Dome Concordia, Vostok, and Dome Argus, the isochrone ages
are 38 ka, 48 ka, 90 ka, and 161 ka. Horizons were traced along a combined profile length
of more than 40,000 km. Based on the dated stratigraphy and using a flow-divergence
correction calculated from a continental-scale ice-sheet model, we derive mean accumu-
lation rates for two time intervals. We analyze the spatial distribution of horizon depths
and accumulation rates and evaluate the usability of the large-scale model and the com-
parably simple approach for deriving paleo-accumulation rates.
5.1 Introduction
The stratigraphy of the large ice sheets is relevant for understanding the dynamic his-
tory of the ice sheet as well as the climate archive contained within those layers. An
established accurate age-depth stratigraphy can inform and constrain or be used to test
ice-flow models (Waddington et al., 2007; Hindmarsh et al., 2009; Leysinger Vieli et al.,
2011; Parrenin et al., 2017). In ice coring, the stratigraphic information is crucial for drill-
site selection in order to provide information about age resolution, maximum expected
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age and to ensure an undisturbed layering at the coring location (Fischer et al., 2013).
Furthermore, it is valuable for interpreting the core records after the drilling, as it can in-
form the age-depth scale development (e.g., Fahnestock et al., 2001) or possibly hint at a
disordered ice-core stratigraphy, like in the NEEM ice core (NEEM community members,
2013).
Radio-echo sounding (RES) provides a powerful tool to gain insight in the ice-sheet
stratigraphy. It is a widely used method to investigate bed topography and condition,
internal structure and accumulation rates (e.g., Fujita et al., 2012; Urbini et al., 2015;
Robin et al., 1970; Drews et al., 2009; Steinhage et al., 2013; Cavitte et al., 2016; Hawley
et al., 2014; Karlsson et al., 2016). In the last decades substantial work has been done and
great progress made in RES-system development (e.g., Gogineni et al., 1998; Rodriguez-
Morales et al., 2014), data acquisition and data interpretation (e.g., Karlsson et al., 2012;
Bell et al., 2014; Sime et al., 2014; MacGregor et al., 2015b).
Based on the by now reasonable RES-data coverage of Greenland, the 3D-stratigraphy
and subsequently other glaciologically important parameters can be derived on an ice-
sheet wide scale (MacGregor et al., 2015a, b, 2016).
Due to the remoteness and spatial extent of Antarctica and the high cost of field logis-
tics for surveys, the data coverage of the East Antarctic Ice Sheet (EAIS) is sparser and
interpretation more difficult. The EAIS is the largest ice sheet on Earth and consequently
could have the greatest influence on sea level projections. Furthermore, it is the only
place, where chances are good to find a suitable drill site for an “Oldest Ice” ice core,
dating back to 1.5 Ma BP (Fischer et al., 2013; Parrenin et al., 2017; Young et al., 2017).
The retrieval of such an ice core is outlined as a future goal in ice-core research by the
Steering Committee of the International Partnerships in Ice Core Sciences (IPICS), and
the currently running European project Beyond EPICA - Oldest Ice is designed to ful-
fill this goal within a few years. This study aims at establishing a broad mapping of the
stratigraphic architecture of the EAIS, thus providing spatially distributed estimates of
age, and at inferring first-order approximations of accumulation.
We use airborne RES data that have been collected by the Alfred Wegener Institute (AWI)
in numerous campaigns during the last 20 years, and RES data collected as a part of the
Antarctica’s Gamburtsev Province (AGAP) Project by the Lamont-Doherty Earth Obser-
vatory (LDEO), Columbia University, in collaboration with the Center for Remote Sens-
ing of Ice Sheets (CReSIS), University of Kansas. We trace the most distinct and continu-
ous internal reflection horizons (IRHs) along these RES profiles across the ice sheet. The
IRHs are assigned with their ages at the drill sites of deep ice cores. In a next step, we
derive accumulation rates from the established age stratigraphy. To account for the thin-
ning of accumulated ice by ice kinematics, we make use of ice-flow modeling with the
Parallel Ice Sheet Model (PISM) (Winkelmann et al., 2011). Our aim is not to develop the
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most sophisticated model or method to get the exact accumulation rates in high spatial
and temporal resolution. We rather try to find a simple and fast method, applicable to
large areas and using already available tools, to evaluate whether we can capture the
large-scale paleo-accumulation patterns. Our study provides a method that can easily be
extended to increasing data sets and combinations of data from different RES systems.
5.2 Study region
Figure 5.1. Blue, yellow and red lines indicate the RES profiles along which we continuously
traced at least one horizon from a deep drill site, separated in the regions Dronning Maud Land
(DML) and Central East Antarctica (CEA). Red diamonds mark the deep drill sites. Figures 5.2a
and 5.2b, and Fig. 5.2c, 5.2d and 5.2e show results for the yellow and red profiles, respectively.
Our investigations are focused on the interior of East Antarctica, where we consider two
separate regions. Within each region, all RES profiles are connected to a deep drill site via
crossing profiles. Hereafter, we refer to the region including the EPICA (European Project
for Ice Coring in Antarctica) Dome Concordia (EDC) and Vostok drill sites as Central East
Antarctica (“CEA”). The Dronning-Maud Land (DML) region, including the Dome Fuji
(DF) and EPICA DML (EDML) drill sites is named "DML". Figure 5.1 gives an overview
of the RES profiles in the two regions and the deep drill sites in East Antarctica.
The profiles of the CEA region are mostly located on the plateau near the ice divides.
The central locations of the RES surveys are Dome Concordia (DC) for the AWI data and
Dome Argus (DA) for the AGAP-South grid. This grid of RES profiles densely covers
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the Gamburtsev Mountain Province, a mountainous region where presumably the EAIS
nucleated (DeConto and Pollard, 2003; Bo et al., 2009). The grid has a line spacing of
5 km and 33 km in east–west and north–south direction, respectively (Bell et al., 2011).
The DML region is located in the Atlantic-Indic sector of East Antarctica, roughly 20◦ W
to 40◦ E. It includes the coastal region and the plateau of DF. There is a high coverage of
AWI RES data in this region, especially around the EDML drill site.
5.3 Data and Methods
5.3.1 RES data
We use RES data of two different systems with accordingly different characteristics. All
our RES profiles (Fig. 5.1), except for the AGAP-South grid, were collected by AWI be-
tween 1998 and 2008. The radar system is a burst system with a carrier frequency of
150 MHz, mostly operated in toggle mode, where it alternates between 60 ns and 600 ns
bursts lengths (Nixdorf et al., 1999). We use the 600 ns data for ice-thickness picks and the
60 ns data for IRH interpretation. The data were recorded with 13.33 ns vertical and 20 Hz
horizontal sampling. We stack the data 10-fold horizontally, which results in an average
trace distance of 75 m in toggle mode. To increase the visibility of IRHs, we differenti-
ate the data, apply a low-pass filter of 150 MHz and an automatic gain-control filter in
vertical direction. The range resolution of the processed data in ice is 5 m. The AGAP-
South data were collected in austral season 2008/2009. The RES system is based on the
Multi-Channel Coherent Radar Depth Sounder (MCoRDS), developed by CReSIS, with a
center frequency of 150 MHz and a bandwidth of 20 MHz (Lohoefener, 2006). Synthetic-
aperture migration was applied. The range resolution of the processed data is 7 m in ice
(Wolovick et al., 2013; Creyts et al., 2014). The data are available on the AGAP web page
(Antarctica’s Gamburtsev Province Project - South, 2008/09). We additionally stack the
data to an average trace distance of 13 m and differentiate them. The last step before trac-
ing the IRHs is to shift the onset of each recorded shot to time zero. We find this to be
the easiest way to ensure consistency in the surface, bed and IRHs at profile crossovers,
as the radar-system delay is unknown for some profiles and thus there are biases in the
measured travel times of the reflections. With this flattened ice surface we do not get the
absolute elevations of traced IRHs, but only the depths below the surface. However, this
has the advantage that the resulting stratigraphy can be adjusted to elevation models of
higher precision afterwards, e.g. derived from satellite altimetry.
5.3.2 RES internal reflection horizons
After assuring a good visibility of the IRHs in our data, we semi-automatically trace them
in the two-way travel-time (TWT) domain, using the commercial seismic-processing soft-
ware Landmark. We choose the most distinct IRHs that can be traced continuously along
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all profiles. The IRHs are transferred from one profile to another at crossover points by
comparing the TWTs in both profiles and visually comparing the reflection patterns at the
respective locations. We omit IRHs that cannot be transferred with sufficient certainty or
that are truncated or lost in a profile without a circumvention.
The IRHs are assigned with ages at their intersections with deep drill sites. At these lo-
cations, IRHs are converted from TWT domain to depth, using the measured ice-core
densities in firn. The age of the IRHs is then taken from the ice core age-depth scale. In
the DML region we use the same IRHs that were used by Huybrechts et al. (2009) and
Steinhage et al. (2013) to connect the DF and EDML drill sites. Compared with them, we
use the more recent age scales DFO-2006 (Kawamura et al., 2007) and AICC2012 (Bazin
et al., 2013; Veres et al., 2013) for the dating und take the mean of the respective IRH ages
from the DF and EDML age scales. The TWT-to-depth conversion and age assignment in
the CEA region has been carried out by Winter et al. (2017), who use the ice-core density
and conductivity measurements from the EDC ice core to calculate synthetic radar traces.
The synthetic traces are synchronized with measured RES data from the vicinity of the
drill site to identify distinct IRHs. The depths of those are then determined by sensitivity
studies of the synthetic trace, where peaks are removed from the conductivity profile. In
this way the depth uncertainties of the IRHs depend only on the depth uncertainty of the
conductivity measurements and the width of the reflection-causing conductivity section.
Due to this accurate IRH dating at the EDC ice core, we do not use the ages from the
Vostok ice core on the IRHs- At all places other than EDC, the depth uncertainty of the
IRHs is the sum of the radar-system and picking uncertainty (we assume an accuracy of
two samples =ˆ± 2.2 m) and the uncertainty on the TWT-to-depth conversion. The latter
is de facto the uncertainty of the density-depth function in the firn or the firn correction
and the uncertainty of the electro-magnetic wave speed in ice. Fujita et al. (2000) give a
range from 168.0 m¯s−1 to 169.5 m¯s−1 for the wave speed in ice, therefore, we use an
uncertainty of ±0.44%. This results in an increasing depth uncertainty with increasing
IRH depth. The age uncertainty of an IRH is the RMS (root-mean square) of the depth-
uncertainty related age uncertainty and the age-scale uncertainty.
Keeping only the most extensively traceable IRHs leaves us with two dated IRHs in each
region. In DML these are the 38.1±0.7 ka, and 74.2±1.7 ka IRHs. The latter is most proba-
bly caused by the Toba eruption (Eisen et al., 2006; Svensson et al., 2013). In CEA we use
the IRHs with ages of 38.2± 0.6 ka and 161.1± 3.5 ka. To increase the age resolution in
this region, we use two more IRHs inbetween with ages of 48.3± 1.2 ka (this one is not
listed in Winter et al. (2017) and is slightly deeper than their horizon H2) and 90.2± 1.6 ka.
They could not be traced in all profiles in the CEA region, but along the central profile
DC–DA (yellow in Fig. 5.1) and to some extent in the AGAP grid around DA. The Toba
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horizon is not continuously traceable all the way from DC to Vostok (see Discussion). For
that reason we do not use this IRH for the CEA region.
5.3.3 Deriving accumulation rates
We next derive mean accumulation rates for the dated layers. The term layer is used as the
ice layer that is bound by two IRHs or one IRH and the ice surface, respectively. We label
the layers according to the time periods the bounding horizons span as Hc–LG (0–38 ka),
LG (38–74 ka), LG–PG (38–161 ka) (abbreviations Hc: Holocene, LG: Last Glacial and PG:
Penultimate Glacial). To account for the effect of non-parallel ice flow, we make use of the
velocity field calculated with PISM (v0.6.2) (The PISM authors, 2016; Winkelmann et al.,
2011).
The model solves the non-sliding shallow ice approximation (SIA) and the shallow shelf
approximation (SSA). The grounded ice flow speed is computed with a hybrid scheme
based on a weighted superposition of both shallow solutions (SIA + SSA), where the SSA
solution acts as a sliding law. (See Bueler and Brown (2009) for details.) The enthalpy
gradient method (Aschwanden et al., 2012) is used to solve for temperature and moisture
content.
The simulation is conducted in a series of subsequent grid refinements (all based on the
initial 1 km BEDMAP2 geometry (Fretwell et al., 2013)) using 40, 20 and 10 km horizon-
tal resolution and 41, 81 and 101 vertical layers (refined towards the bed), respectively.
The geometry, including ice thickness, calving front and grounding line, is free to evolve
in the spin-up. For all spin-up stages the boundary conditions are held constant over
time, thus forming a present-day climate equilibrium model realization. We use surface
skin temperature and surface mass balance from RACMO 2.3/ANT (Van Wessem et al.,
2014) and the geothermal heat flux data set from Shapiro and Ritzwoller (2004). Basal
melt rates underneath the ice shelves are calculated based on the method described by
Beckmann and Goosse (2003). Parameters within the PISM model are the same as used
for the SeaRISE Antarctica project (see ‘Potsdam’ model in Nowicki et al. (2013)), where
the model was also forced with a steady present-day climate.
The model run gives us the ice-sheet velocity (vx,vy,vz) in 10 km horizontal resolution,
which we bi-linearly interpolate to 1 km in the horizontal.
We use the ice thickness evolution equation (Greve and Blatter, 2009, sec. 5.1.3):
∂H
∂t
= −
⎛⎝ ∂
∂x
zs∫
zb
vx dz+
∂
∂y
zs∫
zb
vy dz
⎞⎠+ b˙s − b˙b, (5.1)
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with the total ice thickness H, the time t, the surface mass balance b˙s, the basal mass
balance b˙b (positive for melting), the elevation of the ice surface zs and the elevation of
the bed zb. The total horizontal volume flux divergence is given in large parentheses in
Eq. (5.1). If the total ice thickness H is replaced by the layer thickness Hh = zs− zh, where
zh is the elevation of the horizon of interest, Eq. (5.1) can be reorganized for the mean
surface accumulation rate for this layer:
b˙s,[zh,zs] =
Hh
ah
+
⎛⎝ ∂
∂x
zs∫
zh
vx dz+
∂
∂y
zs∫
zh
vy dz
⎞⎠+ b˙h. (5.2)
The first term on the right side is the ice thickness above the horizon of interest, divided
by its age ah. The part in brackets, the horizontal volume flux divergence, describes the
removal or adding of mass above the horizon by horizontal ice flow. The melt rate at the
base of the layer b˙h is zero, because this is a material surface where no ice flows through
the surface. The mean accumulation rate for a time interval (depth interval) that does not
start at present day (surface), can be obtained by
b˙s,[zh2,zh1] =
ah2 b˙s,[zh2,zs] − ah1 b˙s,[zh1,zs]
ah2 − ah1 . (5.3)
To assess horizontal volume flux divergence, we find the nearest neighbor of each RES-
profile point on the resampled PISM grid. Following Eq. (5.2), we numerically integrate
the horizontal velocity components vx,i and vy,i from the respective horizon elevation zh,i
to the surface at the four neighboring points, i, of the nearest neighbor. We then calculate
the gradients of the velocity-component integrals with respect to the respective horizon-
tal direction.
The accumulation rate b˙s in Eq. (5.2) is given in units of meter ice equivalent per year. We
multiply this value with the mean density for the interval [zh,zs] derived from the EDC
and EDML ice cores for the CEA and DML regions, respectively. This accounts for the
thinning by densification and results in a specific accumulation rate in units: kgm−2 a−1.
Finally we smooth the result with an moving average of 35 km, which is about 10 times
the ice thickness.
It should be noted here that our approach does not take into account the horizontal move-
ment of the particles, i.e. that the snow was not deposited at the location we are looking at
(i.e. the trajectory) and might have undergone changing accumulation rates and chang-
ing flow divergence along the way. Potential shortcomings of this approach are discussed
below.
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5.4 Results
5.4.1 Age stratigraphy
Two dated IRHs are continuously traced in all profiles (Fig. 5.1), delivering their depth
distribution for a good part of the EAIS. In the DC–DA profile we use four IRHs and thus
have a higher age resolution. The top panel of Fig. 5.2 a shows the traced IRHs and the
ice-surface and bedrock elevation along this profile.
The shallower IRHs are comparably smooth. They follow the surface topography, except
for some locations with very steep bed topography, e.g., at kilometer 550, shortly before
the Vostok drill site. The deeper the IRHs, the more they follow the bed topography. The
relatively smooth depression in the ice–bedrock interface around kilometer 600 marks
Lake Vostok. The known feature of the deep IRHs dipping downwards above the lake
(Studinger et al., 2003) is clearly noticeable. The depths of the four IRHs with uncertain-
ties at EDC, Vostok and DA and their ages from the EDC and Vostok AICC2012 ice-core
age scales (Bazin et al., 2013; Veres et al., 2013) with uncertainties are listed in Table 5.1.
The top panel of Fig. 5.2 b shows the surface, bed and IRHs, traced along the EDML–DF
Table 5.1. The depths d below ice surface of the four IRHs and the bed at DC, Vostok and DA with
depth uncertainties ∆d and their ages a from the EDC and Vostok AICC2012 ice-core age scales
(Bazin et al., 2013; Veres et al., 2013). The age uncertainties are separated in contributions from
depth uncertainties ∆a(d) and age-scale uncertainties ∆a(a).
DC Vostok DA
IRH d ∆d a ∆a(d) ∆a(a) d ∆d a ∆a(d) ∆a(a) d ∆d
m m ka ka ka m m ka ka ka m m
H1 702 2 38.2 0.2 0.6 571 5 38.1 0.4 1.2 625 5
H2 820 6 48.3 0.6 1.0 699 6 48.9 0.4 1.4 757 6
H5 1269 4 90.2 0.4 1.6 1283 8 90.4 0.6 1.6 1101 7
H8 1892 2 161.1 0.3 3.5 2146 12 161.8 1.4 2.5 1424 9
bed 3240 17 − − − 3742 19 − − − 2075 12
profile. This profile is composed of two RES flights of different surveys. The part from
EDML to X1 was flown in season 1999, the part X1 to DF in 2003. This time difference
causes a slight change in IRH depth. However with accumulation rates of about 30 to
40 kg m−2 a−1 in this region the maximum gain in this period is less than 0.2 m of ice.
As this is less than 10% of our uncertainty for IRH picking, no measures were taken to
account for the difference. The middle panels of Fig. 5.2 a and 5.2 b show the variation
of relative layer thicknesses along the respective profiles. The normalized thickness of
each layer, bound by two IRHs, or surface and shallowest IRH, is divided by the normal-
ized thickness of this layer at the EDC and DF drill sites, respectively. Especially in the
DF–EDML profile the layer thicknesses systematically change from DF towards the coast.
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Figure 5.2. Sections of some example profiles. The profile locations can be identified via the drill
sites and crossing points (vertical lines and labels at top of sub-figures). Profiles are marked by red
((a) and (b)), and yellow lines ((c), (d) and (e)) in Fig. 5.1. Top panels show the elevations (WGS84)
of ice surface, bed and IRHs. Colors scale with normalized IRH depths. The second panels show
normalized layer thicknesses, with respect to their normalized thicknesses at EDC (a and c), and
DF (b and d), respectively. The bottom panels of (a) and (b) show the mean accumulation rates
along these profiles from the two most extensively interpreted layers.
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The relative thicknesses of the uppermost and bottom layers are overlaid by a trend of
increasing and decreasing layer thickness, respectively, from DF to EDML. This is equiv-
alent with a larger normalized IRH depth (this is also seen from the brighter IRH color in
the top panel) The IRHs dive deeper below the surface and the maximum age at depth
decreases towards EDML.
Figure 5.2 c shows the IRH depths and normalized layer thicknesses (relative to the DC
layer thicknesses) for the profile from TD towards Progress Station (red profile in CEA in
Fig.5.1), which is intersecting the DC–DA profile at the EDC drill site and ending approx-
imately on the northern part of Ridge B. The IRH colors get brighter and the bottom layer
(yellow) thinner with increasing distance from DC in both directions, TD and Ridge B.
Again, this means the IRHs move closer to the bed and the extrapolated maximum age is
younger than at DC. The same applies towards South Pole, as seen in the IRH elevation
and normalized depth for the 161 ka IRH in the SP–DA profile (Fig. 5.2 e). The normal-
ized IRH depth towards SP is in the same range or deeper than at DA, where in turn the
normalized thickness of the bottom layer is smaller than at DC. Figure 5.2 d shows IRH
depths and layer thicknesses for the profile from DF via crossing point X1 towards X2,
concatenated with the approximately perpendicular profile towards EDML via X2 (red
profiles in region DML in Fig. 5.1). The IRH depths and layer thicknesses confirm the
trend of IRHs moving deeper from the plateau towards the coast.
Figures 5.3 a– 5.3 d show the spatial distribution of the absolute and normalized depths
of the IRHs for all RES profiles. The normalized depths show smooth lateral variations,
with a broad pattern of deepening IRHs (darker gray) towards the ice-sheet margins and
towards South Pole (see 161 ka IRH, Fig. 5.3 d). The absolute depths are also overlaid by
this trend of deeper IRHs at the margins. Hints about the maximum age are provided by
the distribution of the normalized depth of the 161 ka IRH (Fig. 5.3 d). The brighter the
gray, the thicker the ice fraction that is older than 161 ka.
5.4.2 Mean accumulation rates
5.4.2.1 Profile Dome Concordia – Vostok – Dome Argus
For deriving accumulation rates, we only use the two most extensively traceable IRHs
in the CEA region. These are the shallowest (38 ka) and the deepest (161 ka) IRHs of the
top panel of Fig. 5.2 a. The bottom panel of Fig. 5.2 a shows the mean accumulation rates
derived from these two IRHs along the DC–DA profile. DC has Hc-LG accumulation rates
of about 22 kg m−2 a−1, with a decreasing trend towards the south-west. The region with
the highest accumulation rates along this profile is about half-way between Vostok and
DA, where Hc-LG accumulation rates are about 30 kg m−2 a−1. The LG-PG accumulation
rates show more or less the same pattern, however with 5 to 10 kg m−2 a−1 higher values
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Figure 5.3. The depth distribution of different IRHs, traced in the two regions DML and CEA:
(a) 38.2 ka IRH, (b) 74.2 ka IRH, (c) 90.2 ka IRH, and (d) 161.1 ka IRH. The brownish color scale
represents the BEDMAP2 ice thickness, the gray color scale (thick lines) gives the IRH depth,
normalized with ice thickness, and the yellow-blue scale (thin lines on top of thick lines) gives the
IRH depth below ice surface. Note that the latter color scale is different for each figure.
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and stronger variations. Especially the pronounced maximum between Vostok and DA
is much more distinct.
5.4.2.2 Profile Dome Fuji – EDML
The bottom panel of Fig. 5.2 b shows the mean accumulation rates in the Hc–LG and LG
intervals for the RES profile in the DML region, starting a few kilometers east of EDML
(reversed x-axis) and following the ice divide to DF. In general, the trend in this profile
goes towards higher accumulation rates (70 kg m−2 a−1, and 60 kg m−2 a−1 for the LG,
and Hc–LG intervals, respectively) towards EDML. At the beginning of the profile (close
to EDML) there are huge variations on a short horizontal scale. In the direction of DF the
accumulation rates constantly decrease. At DF we get 26 kg m−2 a−1, and 34 kg m−2 a−1,
respectively for the Hc-LG and LG intervals. The LG accumulation rates stay around
10 kg m−2 a−1 above the Hc–LG ones along the whole profile. Especially for the older
time interval and towards DF, there are some abrupt jumps of about 10 kg m−2 a−1 in the
accumulation rate values in relatively regular horizontal distances (about 50 km). These
jumps might be induced by the divergence correction based on PISM results and are
discussed below.
5.4.2.3 Spatial distribution of accumulation rates
The spatial distribution of Hc–LG mean accumulation rates (Fig. 5.4 a) reveals smaller
accumulation rates in the center of the ice sheet, i.e. the DC-DA profile and the AGAP
grid. From DC towards the coast, the accumulation rates increase with decreasing dis-
tance to the ice-sheet margins. In the DML region the accumulation rates are generally
higher than in the CEA region, and likewise show an increasing trend towards the coast.
The accumulation rates from the LG–PG interval in the CEA region show a similar pat-
tern to the Hc–LG ones, with increasing accumulation towards the ice-sheet margins
(Fig. 5.4 b). The absolute values of the accumulation rates are generally higher for this
time interval (about 1/2 times higher). In the profiles towards the ice-sheet margins, there
are some particular features, with accumulation rates jumping from low to high and back
to low values for several times over a short distance.
The large-scale pattern of LG mean accumulation rates in DML (Fig. 5.4 c) resembles the
one of the Hc–LG interval. But like in the CEA region, the absolute values of the accumu-
lation rates of the older time interval are slightly higher (about 1/5 times), compared to
the Hc–LG ones.
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Figure 5.4. The mean accumulation rates we derived for the different time intervals: (a) Hc–LG
(0 – 38.2 ka) accumulation rates in both regions, (b) LG–PG (38.2 – 161.1 ka) accumulation rates in
the CEA region, and (c) LG (38.2 – 74.2 ka) accumulation rates in the DML region.
5.5 Discussion
5.5.1 Age stratigraphy
We derived the age-depth stratigraphy of a substantial part of the East-Antarctic inland.
With the central profile of the CEA region passing EDC and Vostok, we are able to con-
nect the two deep ice cores with four isochronous IRHs and to compare their age scales.
Overall, we find a very good agreement of the IRH ages at EDC and Vostok (Table 5.1).
The differences lie within the uncertainties of the age scales. Moreover, we are able to ex-
pand the age-depth distribution further to the DA region and into the AGAP-South grid.
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In the AGAP-South grid we lose two of the IRHs, due to discontinuities in the stratigra-
phy in regions of former surface erosion by wind scour, changing flow directions or too
steep IHRs. The effect of such processes on the IRH stratigraphy are described e.g., by
Das et al. (2013), Cavitte et al. (2016) and Holschuh et al. (2014). The EDC age stratigra-
phy can also be extended along the profiles towards the ice-sheet margins. Furthermore,
we achieve a good coverage of the DML region with three long (500–1000 km) profiles in-
land and a relatively dense grid around the EDML drill site. Especially the combination
of all profiles shown in Fig. 5.2 and the spatial distribution of the 38 ka IRH (Fig. 5.3 a)
illustrate the extent of the presented age stratigraphy.
We find a broad trend of IRHs deepening towards ice-sheet margins, as seen in the spa-
tial depth distribution (Fig. 5.3) and the profiles DF–EDML and TD–Progress Station
(Fig. 5.2 d and 5.2 c). The most obvious explanation is an increase in accumulation rates
towards the coast. However, nonuniform bedrock topography or a changing flow mode
(e.g., transition to higher basal sliding or plug flow) can also induce the deepening IRHs
(Weertman, 1976; Frezzotti et al., 2005; Leysinger Vieli et al., 2011).
The depths of the IRHs with respect to ice thickness gives a good first-order indication
where old ice is likely or less likely to be found. Assuming a similar spatial pattern of
accumulation rates and flow speeds over the last glacial-interglacial cycles, the distance
of the 161 ka IRH from the bed can be considered a proxy of the age at the bed, compared
to the age at EDC (i.e. <≈ 800 ka). Applying this criterion to our data set, we can likely
exclude the locations at Ridge B, DA and South Pole (where covered by our data) to be
viable for Oldest Ice.
The constraining factor for the age resolution of our stratigraphy is the traceabil-
ity/continuity of the IRHs. It was not possible to reliably trace further distinct IRHs be-
tween the ones we chose all the way between EDC and Vostok, and Vostok and DA,
respectively. Of interest would e.g., be the IRH related to the Toba eruption 74 ka ago,
which is relatively distinct in records all over East Antarctica and shows a prominent
radar signature in the DML region. One reason for the more discontinuous and weaker
expression in our data could be the large-scale erosional features in the DC–Vostok re-
gion, which partly even truncate the IRHs. Further illustrative example radargrams and
a detailed description of such features between DC and Vostok can be found in Cavitte
et al. (2016).
Another region where we had difficulties to continuously trace IRHs is the Gamburtsev
Mountain Province. Either due to steeper topography or changing flow regimes the IRHs
are disrupted or become too steep themselves to be detectable by RES at some locations
(Holschuh et al., 2014). Moreover, megadunes and wind scour further deteriorate the
quality of RES stratigraphy in this region (Das et al., 2013). What turned out to be very
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beneficial our purposes was the survey design of a dense grid of profiles, with many
alternatives to circumvent the locations of truncated horizons.
In DML the IRHs cannot be traced very far from the EDML drill site towards the ice-sheet
margin before they are disrupted or disappear. These disturbances are induced by non-
uniform bedrock topography and by the onset of the faster ice flow towards ice streams
(Karlsson et al., 2012; Rippin et al., 2003b; Bingham et al., 2007; Leysinger Vieli et al.,
2011).
What sticks out in our compilation and is somewhat impeding a full continental interpre-
tation, is the ∼ 900 km long gap between DF and DA. So far, no attempt to close this gap
has been successful, mainly for logistic reasons. With this gap being closed, four deep
drill sites and their age scales would be connected all at once and a zonal section of the
age stratigraphy through the whole EAIS made available. We therefore recommend to
tackle this gap in some joint community efforts.
Data quality is the primary constraint for obtaining reliable age stratigraphies of ice
sheets. However, another constraining factor, in particular when it comes to the lateral
extent, is the efficiency of methods used to trace IRHs. Especially manual and, to a lesser
degree, also semi-automatic tracing schemes of IRHs in large data sets, are very time con-
suming. The overall yield of the number of IRHs that are continuous over a full data set
is comparatively small. In view of the ambitions to finally deriving a large-scale stratig-
raphy of the whole of East Antarctica by combining multiple available data sets, more
efficient methods need to be used. This could be fully automatic tracing (e.g. Sime et al.
(2011); Panton (2014)), e.g., by determining signal phase gradients or using additional
IRHs that do not directly intersect ice cores, as successful carried out by MacGregor et al.
(2015a) for the Greenland Ice Sheet. The dating can then either be accomplished in re-
lation to other, more continuous IRHs, or by using educated age guesses from ice-flow
models incorporating age tracers. However, whereas it is possible for the Greenland Ice
Sheet to separate distinct age sequences by their radiostratigraphic expression alone, es-
pecially the dating of IRH segments which cannot be directly related to ice-core sites
could be more challenging for East Antarctica, as the dating relies on horizontally over-
lapping dated IRHs and thus good RES-data coverage. As a technical requirement, the
tracking of signal phases in radar data is only possible with coherent radar data with pre-
served phase information. This would exclude all older data without phase information,
as we use for the DML region.
Regarding the age stratigraphy, our data provides a basis compilation of age-depth dis-
tribution of the EAIS. We therefore suggest that this compilation can provide useful con-
straints for the evaluation of those ice-flow models which incorporate age tracers.
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5.5.2 Accumulation rates
Beyond using the age-depth stratigraphy as a constraint for ice-flow models or the qual-
itative description of flow disturbances, the layers themselves could be used to estimate
past accumulation rates. However, as pointed out above in comparison to approaches
which only use shallow layers, deeper layers require the consideration of flow history
and especially flow divergence. In this section we will discuss the comparison of our
accumulation estimates to other, already published ones. We want to stress that our ob-
jective is not to provide a better estimate of accumulation, but to evaluate the usability of
a state-of-the-art continental ice-flow model with a simple approach to extract accumula-
tion rates for this purpose.
Our Hc–LG accumulation rates at EDC and Vostok are in the same range as the accumu-
lation rates derived from the ice cores (Veres et al., 2013; Bazin et al., 2013). At EDC we
get a value of 22.0 kg m−2 a−1. The mean value of the accumulation rate, derived from the
EDC core down to the depth of the 38 ka horizon, is 0.0224 m(i.e.) a−1 or 20.5 kg m−2 a−1
(density of ice ρice = 917kg m−3). The mean accumulation rate for the same time inter-
val from the Vostok ice core is 15.9 kg m−2 a−1. We get a value of 18.1 kg m−2 a−1 at
this location. For the LG–PG time interval, however, we get substantially higher mean
accumulation rates, compared to the ice cores’ accumulation rates. At EDC we get a
value of 31.3 kg m−2 a−1 and at Vostok 30.6 kg m−2 a−1. The mean values derived from
the EDC and Vostok ice cores for the respective depth intervals are 18.2 kg m−2 a−1 and
15.6 kg m−2 a−1, respectively.
In Fig. 5.5 we compare our results for the mean accumulation rates along the EDML–DF
profile with those from Huybrechts et al. (2009) (dashed lines). Huybrechts et al. (2009)
derived accumulation rates for the same profile, using a more complex nested model for
the specific flow conditions applicable at an ice divide. In that way they took into account
the horizontal movement of the ice that was originally deposited further upstream and
therefore might have experienced accumulation rates that differed from those at the cur-
rent location. The larger scale pattern of our Hc–LG results fits well with the according
time intervals from Huybrechts et al. (2009), with our values being slightly higher and
with stronger variations. Our values for the older LG interval are higher than the Hc–LG
results. In contrast, Huybrechts et al. (2009) get considerably smaller accumulation rates
for their oldest three time intervals, which match our LG interval when taken together.
The stronger variations in our results, which get especially strong towards the EDML ice-
core site, could indicate that our method is more sensitive to strong bedrock undulations
on the scale of the PISM resolution. At 10 km resolution the model might not be optimally
suited to capture the small-scale ice-flow patterns and divergence variations that occur
above a rugged bed topography. Additionally, we did not take into account the horizontal
flow of particles for correction of divergence, which has an impact in regions with strong
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Figure 5.5. Our results (solid lines) for the mean accumulation rate for the profile connecting
EDML and DF in the DML region (yellow lines in Fig. 5.1). The dashed lines show accumulation
rates derived by Huybrechts et al. (2009) from the same RES profile.
bedrock features such as deep troughs. In those areas the divergence field might change
considerably on short horizontal scales as potentially also on vertical scales. This effect
increases with older IRHs. Another factor contributing to the differences could be that
the location of the ice divide is not exactly reproduced by the PISM run. This could also
result in wrong divergence corrections.
A comparison of our results with those of Le Meur et al. (2018) for a profile from EDC
about 200 km in the direction of Vostok shows that we get the same trend of decreasing
accumulation rates with increasing distance from EDC. Their absolute accumulation rate
values are slightly higher than ours. This is to be expected as our Hc–LG layer includes
the LGM with lower-than-Hc accumulation. The oldest IRH of Le Meur et al. (2018) has
an age of about 600 a and thus their results exclusively comprise the Holocene.
Cavitte et al. (2017) use RES IRHs and a 1D pseudo-steady ice-flow model to investigate
temporal changes in the accumulation-rate pattern around EDC. Their results for a profile
close to the first 250 km of our EDC–DA profile also show the pattern of decreasing accu-
mulation rates towards the south-west. They show that the accumulation rates decrease
from the Holocene to the Last Glacial Maximum, are smallest for the layers bounded
by the 10–38 ka and 38–46 ka IRHs, and then slowly increase to higher than Holocene
values. Our Hc–LG accumulation rates lie inbetween their Holocene and 10–38 ka val-
ues. Our LG-PG accumulation rates are not directly comparable, as we use different time
intervals. We have an older ’oldest’ IRH (161 ka compared to 127 ka), but Cavitte et al.
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(2017) use more IRHs and thus get a higher temporal resolution in this time range. Our
values are slightly higher (about 3 kg m−2 a−1) than their maximum values, which they
derived for the 121–127 ka interval.
The comparison of our results with other studies, that concentrate on more constrained
areas, shows that we seem to get systematically too high accumulation rates, especially
for the LG and LG–PG time intervals. We assume that the correction for divergence,
which were calculated from the PISM ice-flow velocities (Eq. (5.2)) are too large. With
the large-scale objective of our data we cannot constrain the model to a specific region
or assumptions like horizontally uniform ice flow. Those would be only valid in the tar-
geted focus region, e.g., in close proximity to dome or ice-divide positions, as shown e.g.,
by Leysinger Vieli et al. (2011). Such site-specific optimizations in general do require fur-
ther information on ice-sheet properties, which are not available on a continental scale.
Thus, such optimizations result in limitations regarding complexity and resolution of the
model due to the computational cost, the basic nexus between resolution and extent.
The obvious next step regarding the application of continental ice-flow models to deduce
paleo-accumulation rates from radar stratigraphies would be the consideration of particle
trajectories. Such a treatment would account for the spatially changing horizontal diver-
gence to get more realistic values of ice-flow divergence that the ice has experienced since
its deposition. The problem with divergence becomes more important with increasing
IRH age. Beyond using steady-state velocity fields, improvements could also be achieved
by incorporating the time dependence of the flow field and the ice thickness in the model,
or at least adjust the divergence correction for layers of different climatic condition. How-
ever, paleo spin-ups of ice-flow models rely on the input of paleo-accumulation rates.
Hence, the problem of deriving accumulation rates from RES isochrones of different cli-
matic periods is actually an inverse problem.
Although we can neither provide snapshots of past ice-sheet geometry nor flow behavior,
a set of ice-sheet internal markers, as those discussed in the previous section, to which
the model results could be compared will be of great value to improve the separation
of the main factors for paleo-surface submergence, ice-flow velocity, past accumulation
and basal melting. With the availability of ever increasing amounts of computing power,
formal inverse approaches with data assimilation techniques could use EAIS’ present-
day age stratigraphy to improve the replication of the ice sheet history by models and
reduce uncertainties for runs into the future. Yet, solving this inverse problem for our
spatial and temporal scale is computationally not possible by present-day means.
We therefore propose two approaches. First, for dedicated regional studies of paleo accu-
mulation we find it advisable to stick to smaller regions. Within those regions, ice-flow
models could be optimized to various ice-sheet characteristics to best represent those
conditions. Second, for studies on the continental scale, interpretation of reconstructed
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accumulation should be treated with caution, especially at locations where the accumu-
lation rates show abrupt changes.
5.6 Conclusions
We provide a broad age-depth stratigraphy of two separate regions of the East Antarc-
tic Ice Sheet. In Dronning Maud Land we used two isochronous RES IRHs with ages
of 38.1±0.7 ka and 74.2±1.7 ka, in Central East Antarctica IRHs with ages of 38.2±0.6 ka
and 161.1±3.5 ka. For some profiles in the latter region we could add two more IRHs with
ages of 48.3±1.2 ka and 90.2±1.6 ka, yielding four IRHs that are directly connecting the
EDC and Vostok drill sites and DA. The broad picture indicates shallower IRHs on the
plateau between DA, Vostok and EDC and deepening IRHs towards the ice-sheet mar-
gins and South Pole. Some variation of IRH depths also occurs on a smaller scale, which
we mostly attribute to distinct, long-wavelength (tens of ice thicknesses) topographic fea-
tures. Example locations of such topographic features are the Gamburtsev Mountains or
the deep trough east of EDC.
We applied a comparatively simple method to infer a large-scale distribution of accumu-
lation rates across East Antarctica. Although the results do partly agree well with pub-
lished values of accumulation, in some regions our method might be too simplified to get
correct absolute accumulation rates for the time intervals in distant past. Even if spatial
patterns of accumulation rates seem to be still valid, we consider them rather qualita-
tive indicators than reliable quantitative values at this stage. Improving those estimates
requires methodological improvements with more advanced models running in higher
spatial resolution.
To further improve the broad interpretation of the East-Antarctic age-depth architecture
it would be required to close the gap between DF and DA. This would allow a direct com-
parison of age scales of the EDC, Vostok, DF and EDML ice cores. This could also facilitate
the common interpretation of our two separate regions. For a more complete overview,
it would be beneficial to additionally include already existing data from other RES sur-
veys, where possible. This includes, for example, the most recent extensive Oldest-Ice
reconnaissance surveys around EDC and DF, the AGAP-North survey and data collected
around South Pole. Moreover, several rather coastal surveys might also cover parts of
the interior ice sheet and thus be valuable towards a full coverage of the East Antarctic
Ice Sheet. Joining different data sets for different regions holds the potential to improve
the age resolution, either by providing more crossing profiles to circumvent problematic
regions, where many horizons are truncated, or complementing strength and weakness
of different radar systems.
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6 Basal roughness of the East Antarctic Ice
Sheet and its indications for ice flow and
basal thermal state
This chapter is a manuscript in preparation for submission.
Abstract
Basal motion of the East Antarctic Ice Sheet, dependent on the roughness and material of
the subglacial bed and the occurrence of water, represents a large uncertainty in ice-flow
models. Yet, it is the part of the total flow speed that can change most rapidly and can
therefore facilitate rapid variations in the mass balance and stability of the East Antarctic
Ice Sheet. In this study we investigate the subglacial properties of the East Antarctic Ice
Sheet by statistically analyzing the roughness of the bed topography, which is inferred
from radio-echo sounding measurements. The roughness analysis with two roughness
parameters enables a classification of the subglacial landscapes below the ice sheet. The
roughness parameters are correlated with the flow speed of the ice and basal tempera-
tures. The observed relationships lead to the conclusion that one of the roughness pa-
rameters might indicate the thermal condition at the base of the ice sheet. If confirmed
by more testing and temperature measurements, this could be used as a new method
for basal thaw prediction. Basal thaw from ice-flow models could be validated with this
method as it is independent of the models.
6.1 Introduction
Basal motion of the East Antarctic Ice Sheet (EAIS), sliding of the ice over the bed and
deformation of the bed itself, is a key factor in the control of ice-flow velocities and thus
recognized for its importance in the mass balance of the EAIS (e.g. Shepherd et al., 2006;
Ritz et al., 2015; Podolskiy and Walter, 2016). Yet, it is one of the largest uncertainties
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in ice-flow models and projections of the ice-sheet response to a warming climate (Ritz
et al., 2015). The basal motion is rarely parameterized on physically justified grounds in
ice-sheet models, because direct measurements and precise process understanding stay
elusive (Roeoesli et al., 2016). Instead, it is mostly constrained by inversion methods for
the surface flow speed (Wilkens et al., 2015). The basal motion of the ice depends on
small-scale (~0.05 m – 10 m) roughness of the bed topography, thermal state (occurrence
of water) of the bed and lithology (Weertman, 1957; Nye, 1970; Kamb, 1970; Winsborrow
et al., 2010). Li et al. (2010) show that spectral roughness parameters of the topography
can be used to deduce the formation (marine or continental) and erosion history of the
respective landscape. This allows for drawing inferences about the bed lithology. Jordan
et al. (2017) provide a framework that puts subglacial bed roughness and basal thermal
state into relation. Therewith, all influencing factors of basal motion are linked by the
roughness parameters, which can be obtained from radio-echo sounding (RES) measure-
ments on regional to continental scales.
We calculate two spatial roughness parameters, the root-mean-square (RMS) deviation of
the bed elevation ν(∆x), and the Hurst exponent H. H expresses the scaling behavior of
ν with increasing point distance ∆x. ν and H parameterize the vertical roughness ampli-
tude, and the dominance of long- or short-wavelength roughness, respectively. We there-
fore synonymously use the names amplitude roughness and wavelength roughness for ν
and H, respectively. They have the same prescriptive implication as the more commonly
used spectral roughness parameters, the amplitude and frequency roughness parameters
(often named ξ and η) (e.g. Taylor et al., 2004; Li et al., 2010; Gudlaugsson et al., 2013),
but are easier to obtain from non-uniformly spaced data (Malinverno, 1990). Jordan et al.
(2017), also using the spatial parameters, show that the Hurst exponent is related to the
waveform abruptness and the scattering behavior of the ice–bedrock interface. They com-
pare the distributions of the abruptness and the Hurst exponent to modeled basal temper-
atures in north-west Greenland. Their results show low and high bed-reflection abrupt-
ness, and high and low H-values at locations with thawed, and frozen bed, respectively.
Jordan et al. (2017) emphasize that their method should not be seen as a new diagnostic
for basal-water detection. However, their results put into question the previously used
method for thawed–frozen bed discrimination by bed-reflection amplitude/abruptness
(e.g., Oswald and Gogineni, 2012). We now use a large radio-echo sounding (RES) data set
from different regions in East Antarctica. We compare the roughness parameters to flow
speed and modeled basal temperatures. Our aim is to investigate if the correlation be-
tween roughness and basal temperature (thawed–frozen bed), as derived by Jordan et al.
(2017), can be transferred to Antarctica, or is specific of the observed region in northern
Greenland and if it could possibly be used as a diagnostic for basal condition in some
circumstances.
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6.2 Data and method
6.2.1 Radio-echo sounding data
We use a compilation of radio-echo sounding data from more than 20 years of surveying
(1994–2017) by the Alfred Wegener Institute (AWI). The source signal is a burst wavelet
with a carrier frequency of 150 MHz. The system can be operated in toggle mode, where
it is alternating between shots with 60 ns and 600 ns burst lengths. The vertical resolution
of each of these bursts in ice is approximately 5 m and 50 m, respectively. The recorded
data are stacked to an average trace distance of 75 m and a vertical sampling interval of
13.33 ns. The bed reflection is traced in the differentiated and band-pass-filtered 600 ns
data. After one iteration of manual picking on a subset of the data, an auto-picker routine
is applied to obtain the maximum horizontal along-track resolution allowed for by the
data. The algorithm detects the maximum within a certain time window around the man-
ual picks and also detects the bed reflection between the manual picks, wherever there
are manual picks within a distance of 30 traces. The ice thickness at the location x is then
d(x) =
cice 2t(x)
2
, (6.1)
with the two-way travel time (TWT) 2t(x) of the radar signal through the ice. We use a
radar-wave velocity in ice of cice = 168.0mµs−1. The ice thickness is subtracted from the
BEDMAP2 surface elevation (Fretwell et al., 2013) at the respective location to get the bed
elevation z(x) (WGS84). Since only relative elevation differences are important for our
method (Sect. 6.3.1, Eq. 6.3), we can neglect the higher wave velocity in firn (firn correc-
tion). The justifying assumption to do so is that the firn thickness does not substantially
change within 1 km, which is the maximum point distance we use for our roughness cal-
culations. For the same reason, the uncertainty in cice does not affect our results, as we do
not expect cice, averaged over the ice thickness, to change over a horizontal distance of
1 km. The uncertainty on bed-elevation differences thus depends on the uncertainty on
surface elevation, the vertical resolution of the radar system and picking accuracy. To as-
sess the accuracy of the derived bed elevation, we conduct crossover analyses at locations
of crossing RES profiles. The root-mean-square (RMS) error on the elevation differences,
which are equal to the difference in ice thickness ∆d at crossover points, for the AWI data
is
σ =
√ 1
N
N
∑
i=1
(
∆d− ∆d
)2
= 45m, (6.2)
with a mean elevation difference ∆d = 56 m from N = 3441 measurements.
Additionally to the AWI data, we recalculate the roughness values with our method for
a number of publicly available RES data sets. Our intention is to achieve a consistent
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processing flow for all the data sets, covering a large portion of the EAIS when combined.
Some of these data have already been interpreted with respect to bed roughness and
radar scattering behavior (e.g., Young et al., 2011; Wright et al., 2012; Bellot, 2012; Creyts
et al., 2014; Young et al., 2016, 2017). However, we re-interpret them as part of the
combined product. The data we incorporate in our evaluation are:
1. The final ice-thickness product of the Antarctica’s Gamburtsev Province Project
(AGAP) -South data, collected by the Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory (LDEO)
(Antarctica’s Gamburtsev Province Project - South, 2008/09; Wolovick et al., 2013).
The data were pulse compressed and then migrated with a 1D synthetic-aperture
algorithm, which assumes point scattering targets following Hélière et al. (2007).
The final resolution of the processed data is 13 m in the horizontal and 7 m in the
vertical. The bed was picked with a semi-automatic system using the steepest verti-
cal gradient. The output is filtered along track at 60 m (Wrona et al., 2018). The RMS
error on elevation from crossover analysis is σ = 69 m, with ∆d = −3 m (N=721)
(Creyts et al., 2014).
2. Bed picks of the AGAP-North data (Antarctica’s Gamburtsev Province Project -
North, 2008/09; Bell et al., 2011; Ferraccioli et al., 2011), collected by the British
Antarctic Survey (BAS) with the PASIN (Polarimetric Airborne Survey Instrument)
radar system. Average horizontal sampling and vertical resolution (calculated from
12 MHz signal bandwidth) are both 10 m. The RMS error is σ = 46 m, with ∆d =
28 m (N=2081).
3. Operation IceBridge HiCARS 1L2 Geolocated Ice Thickness product (Blankenship
et al., 2011, updated 2017), from data collected as part of the ICECAP (International
Collaborative Exploration of the Cryosphere through Airborne Profiling, Young
et al., 2011) project. The data were pulse compressed and synthetic-aperture pro-
cessing was applied. TWT-to-depth conversion was conducted with a wave veloc-
ity of cice = 168.5mµs−1. The average horizontal sampling and vertical resolution
of the processed data is 20 m and 8 m, respectively. The maximum uncertainty on
ice thickness is given as σ = 70 m.
4. Ice thickness from the Old Ice A site (OIA) survey around Dome C in 2016. This
survey was part of the US–Australian ICECAP follow- up project ICECAP II (Young
et al., 2017). The data were range compressed and 1D focused synthetic-aperture
processing, following Peters et al. (2007) was applied. The data were resampled to
an average along-track sampling of approximately 22 m and the vertical resolution
is 8.4 m in ice. The RMS error on ice thickness/bed elevation is σ = 80 m (Cavitte
et al., 2016; Young et al., 2017).
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The different horizontal sampling and vertical resolution of the different data sets impact
on the uncertainty on roughness parameters, whereby the RMS errors on bed elevation
directly propagate into the roughness-parameter uncertainty. However, the error esti-
mates are very conservative, especially for the data with synthetic-aperture processing
applied, i.e., the AGAP, IceBridge and OIA data. The large differences in ice thickness
at crossover points in these data arise mainly from the different directions of the RES
profiles, because synthetic aperture migration only works in the along-track direction.
This effect is described in more detail in Young et al. (2017). The accuracy for along-track
interpretations of these data should therefore be higher than for the AWI data, due to
their higher vertical resolution. Different horizontal sampling results in slightly different
values for the roughness parameters. Nevertheless, we decided to keep the original hor-
izontal sampling of the ice-thickness data instead of resampling all data sets to the AWI
sampling interval (which is the coarsest), in order to retain all the information contained
in each data set. The effect of different horizontal sampling on the roughness parameters
and the implication of this approach for our interpretation is described in more detail in
Sect. 6.4.2.
6.2.2 Roughness parameters
We derive the roughness parameters ν(∆x) and H from the bed elevation as statistical
values for 10 km windows with a 1 km along-track sampling. The first step is to remove
the long-wavelength trend from each 10 km window by computing a linear least-square
fit in that window. Afterwards, all pairs of points in each window are binned by their dis-
tance (lag) ∆x. We choose a widths of 100 m, so that the smallest bin still contains points
for the data with the coarsest horizontal sampling (AWI data with average trace distance
of 75 m), and a maximum lag of 1 km. The trace distance of the AWI data corresponds
to about 2 times the first Fresnel zone of radar system for an ice thickness of 3 km. De-
spite the different horizontal sampling of the data sets, we use the same parameters for
all data. The RMS deviation ν is calculated for each bin:
ν(∆x) =
√ 1
N
N
∑
i=1
(z(x)′ − z(x+ ∆x)′)2. (6.3)
z(x)′ is the bed elevation after the long-wavelength trend removal. The elevation dif-
ferences of all pairs of points (N: number of pairs) in the 10 km window which have a
lag ∆x within one bin (e.g. 1–100 m, 101–200 m, etc.) are included in the calculation of
ν of this specific lag bin. Results for bins with five or less pairs of points are discarded.
The detrending of the profiles before the calculation of ν prevents an over-estimation of
large-wavelength roughness, when e.g. only the rise of a hill is included in the window
(Shepard et al., 2001; Siegert et al., 2005). The effect of the detrending process on our re-
sults is small, as we only use small lag sizes, compared to the window sizes. However,
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the roughness values for the larger lags become slightly smaller, compared to the results
without trend removal.
The results for ν are then used to calculate the Hurst exponent H for each 10 km window.
H is the slope of ν over lag distance in a log–log plot. We use all 10 lags, i.e. the results
for ν from the 50–950 m bins, to derive the slope.
ν(∆x) = ν(∆xo)
(
∆x
∆x0
)H
, (6.4)
with a reference horizontal lag ∆x0. We only use the H of windows containing more than
5 measuring points of ν in all 10 bins.
6.3 Results
6.3.1 Roughness parameters
We derive ν for 10 different lag bins for the combined data set. The spatial distribution
of the 250 m lag results (lags in the range 201–300 m) is shown in Fig. 6.1 c. Regions with
different roughness are readily identifiable. The Dronning-Maud uplands show compar-
atively high ν values. The region with the largest vertical roughness amplitudes is the
Gamburtsev-Mountain province around Dome A. South-west of Kohnen Station (EPICA
Dronning Maud Land (EDML) drill site), there is an area which is very smooth compared
to the surrounding regions. The pattern of high and low roughness values (ν) is similar
for all lags, but the absolute values increase with increasing lag.
The spatial distribution of the Hurst exponent is shown in Fig. 6.1 d. The distribution
seems slightly smoother than that of ν. The region south-west of EDML again stands out
as having very low values for H. The Gamburtsev Mountains and the mountain range in
DML show high H values (long-wavelength dominance).
6.3.2 Landscape classification
Li et al. (2010) introduce a way to classify landscapes geomorphically by means of the two
roughness parameters. Classes I and II are characterized by small roughness amplitudes,
which, according to Li et al. (2010), gives an implication of comparably warm and fast
ice flow with high erosion. The long-wavelength dominance of Class I points towards
a marine setting, as substantial deposition is necessary to drape the short-wavelength
roughness. Class II, in contrast, with a roughness dominated by short wavelengths, is
interpreted as a continental setting or a setting with less sediment deposition. The high
roughness amplitudes of Class III and Class IV indicate a mountainous region with little
erosion, as present at locations with cold bed and slow ice flow. Class IV landscapes
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Figure 6.1. East Antarctica with (a) MEaSUREs flow speeds (Mouginot et al., 2017a, b), (b) basal
temperatures relative to the pressure melting point (Liefferinge and Pattyn, 2013), (c) results for
ν for the 250 m bin (∆x in 201–300 m), and (d) results for H. Contour lines indicate topographic
features. Red points mark Dome A (DA) and the drill sites Dome C (DC), Vostok, South Pole (SP),
Dome F (DF) and EPICA Dronning Maud Land (EDML).
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show some indication that erosion and deposition must have taken place, as the short-
wavelength roughness is diminished compared to Class III landscapes.
For a large-scale characterization of the East-Antarctic subglacial landscape, we combine
the two roughness parameters, ν and H. The distribution of H verses ν for all data is given
in a scatter plot in Fig. 6.2. We adjust the x-axis to 3.5ν/∆x to get a normalized range.
The distribution shows that for small amplitude roughness (ν), all wavelengths appear
Figure 6.2. Scatter plot of 1 − H over 3.5ν/∆x and landscape classes after Li et al. (2010). The
colored contour lines indicate the density of points.
in an equal measure. The higher the roughness amplitude, the higher the ratio of long-
wavelength dominance (high H, small 1− H). The number in each quadrant gives the
landscape class after Li et al. (2010), derived from the combination of high and low values
for ν and H. The normalization of the roughness-amplitude values means that the values
can only be judged high or low with respect to other regions covered by our data, rather
than high or low in general. However, there is no universal scale for all landscapes and we
have presumably covered a good part of the roughness range, as we investigate a large
area with different settings from sub-sea-level basins to high mountain ranges. H should
always be in the range 0–1 for time or space series with self-affine scaling behavior, which
is observed from all natural topography (Malinverno, 1990; Shepard et al., 2001). Self-
affinity is a more general form of self-similarity where the statistical characteristics stay
the same for various length scales, but horizontal and vertical coordinates need different
scaling factors. Figure 6.2 shows that the majority of our data can be assigned to Classes
I, II and IV.
The spatial distribution of landscape classes for our data are shown in Fig. 6.3. Negative
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Figure 6.3. Spatial distribution of the parameter k = 3.5ν/∆x − (1− H) for landscape classifica-
tion. Roman numbers give the classes after Li et al. (2010). k values around zero indicate either
Class I or Class III landscapes, however, Class III hardly occurs in our data set (see Fig. 6.2).
values of the parameter k = (3.5 ν∆x )− (1− H) indicate Class II landscapes, positive val-
ues indicate Class IV, and values around zero indicate Class I. Values around zero can
also indicate Class III, but this class comprises only a minor proportion of our data. Class
III can be separated from Class I by its high roughness amplitudes in Fig. 6.1 c. The dis-
tribution shows that the majority of our study area can be assigned to Class I. The high
uplands in DML, and the Gamburtsev Mountains show Class IV properties. A few re-
gions, mostly basins or regions with low bed elevations, are Class II landscapes, most
prominently the smooth region south-west of Kohnen.
6.3.3 Hurst exponent and basal temperature
Jordan et al. (2017) show that the Hurst exponent is inversely proportional to the wave-
form abruptness of the bed reflection. They then compare the abruptness and H to mod-
eled basal temperatures with the result of a rather high abruptness and low H at frozen,
and low abruptness and high H at thawed/temperate locations. This contradicts the for-
mer interpretation of RES data with respect to thawed region detection by strong and
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specular bed reflections. We investigate if we can find the same relation between H and
bed condition for our data, or if it is distinctive of the region investigated by Jordan et al.
(2017). The large amount and spatial extent of our combined data set, with profiles from
regions of different glaciological and geomorphical settings is an excellent test case for
this. We analyze our roughness results with respect to their relation to basal temperature
T, using modeled temperatures from Liefferinge and Pattyn (2013) for the comparison.
All temperatures we state below are given relative to the pressure melting point (pmp).
Figure 6.4 shows the distribution of H and ν for different temperature bins. The mean
values of both H and ν decrease with increasing temperature. The mean and standard
deviation of H for the whole data set are H¯ = 0.65 and σH = 0.17.
Figure 6.5 shows the behavior of the mean of H with temperature. The error bars indicate
double the standard deviation of the mean (95%-confidence interval). The temperature
bins are the same as for Fig. 6.4 plus one small bin with −0.01◦C <= T < 0◦C, chosen
to catch the negative temperatures close to the pmp. Furthermore, we subdivide the data
by the three landscape classes to trial a geomorphic dependence on the relation between
H and T. The behavior of H with T varies for the three landscape classes. Taking all the
data together, there is a slight increase in H when temperatures rise above the pmp. Of
the binned data sets this increase is only existent in the Class II data. As a whole, analysis
of this data set cannot confirm the significantly higher H values in regions with basal
temperatures above the pmp, compared to regions with temperatures below the pmp,
that are found by Jordan et al. (2017) in north-west Greenland. Our results show higher
values for H at locations with basal temperatures below −5◦C than above 0◦C.
6.3.4 Roughness and flow speed
For application in ice-flow models a physically justified parametrization of the sub-
glacial roughness is needed to reliably calculate the basal drag and its influence on flow
speed. To investigate the relation of roughness and flow speed, we compare our rough-
ness results with the MEaSUREs ice-flow velocities (Mouginot et al., 2017a, b). Because
of a significant difference in the roughness parameters for different basal temperatures
(Sect. 6.3.3), we bin our data by temperature. The relationship between the roughness
parameters and flow speed are shown in Fig. 6.6. The data points of these curves are the
mean values of all points in the respective temperature and flow speed bin. Flow-speed
bin width are 2ma−1. The error bars give the 95%-confidence interval.
Both roughness parameters show strong variation at high flow speeds (v > 100ma−1).
At flow speeds below ~20ma−1, ν is decreasing with increasing flow speed. The behav-
ior of H with increasing flow speed is strongly dependent on basal temperature. Fig. 6.6 c
shows that H decreases with increasing flow speed at cold-bed locations with tempera-
tures below−5◦C relative to pmp. At thawed-bed locations, in contrast, H increases with
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Figure 6.4. Frequency of H (left column) and ν (right column) values for different bins of basal
temperature. Temperatures are relative to the pressure melting point. Y-axis is frequency.
increasing flow speed. Furthermore, these curves show that the mean of H is systemati-
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Figure 6.5. Behavior of H with basal temperature for all data, and data subdivided by landscape
classes. Temperatures are given relative to the pressure melting point.
cally decreasing with increasing T at locations with flow speeds below 15 m a−1. This is
opposite to the relationship that Jordan et al. (2017) found. The relationship in our data
flips between flow speeds of 50–100 ma−1, however, with strong variation in H at high
flow speeds and for all temperature ranges.
6.4 Discussion
6.4.1 Landscape classification
Our results show that most regions inland can be assigned to Class I (green in Fig. 6.3).
According to Li et al. (2010), these landscapes are characterized by a warm bed or fast ice
flow with some erosion taking place and were probably exposed to a marine setting with
significant sediment deposition. However, Wright et al. (2012) and Rippin et al. (2014)
argue that the diminished short-wavelength roughness does not necessarily indicate a
thick covering of sediment, but can also arise from very intense erosion.
The large mountain ranges of the Gamburtsev Mountains and the range bordering DML
in the North are classified as Class IV. This class is characterized by a high roughness
amplitude, indicating a cold bed and slow ice flow with almost no erosion. This confirms
the work of Jamieson et al. (2010) and Creyts et al. (2014), who found the Gamburtsev
Mountains have been preserved by a cold ice sheet with almost no erosion. However,
the long-wavelength dominance (large H) indicates slight deposition or erosion of small-
wavelength topography since the orogeny of the Gamburtsev Mountains. This could in-
dicate that the location was exposed to warmer, faster ice flow for a short time in the past
or it is the result of marginal erosion acting over a longer time frame.
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Figure 6.6. Variation of (a) H and (b) ν with flow speed for three different temperature (relative to
pmp) ranges. (c) and (d) are zooms on small flow speeds.
The basin south-west of Kohnen is a prominent Class II region. It is probably a ma-
rine basin, filled with sediment and therefore being extremely smooth. According to Li
et al. (2010), marine deposition would be associated with Class I (long-wavelength domi-
nance). However, Rippin et al. (2014) also found the Class II signature for the Robin Sub-
glacial Basin next to the Institute Ice Stream and argue that H is not very meaningful at
extremely smooth locations. Simply speaking, if there is close-to-zero amplitude rough-
ness, the predominating wavelength of the roughness is meaningless. The interpretation
of a marine basin south-west of Kohnen is strengthened by the bed being situated be-
low sea level in this region. The results of an extensive geophysical survey, including
RES, gravimetrics and magnetics, just south of this region indicate a 3km-thick sediment
layer under the northern tributary of Slessor Glacier (Rippin et al., 2003a; Shepherd et al.,
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2006). Thick sediment cover is also detected by Diez et al. (2018) at this location. These
studies cover only the southernmost part of the smooth area in our data, however, it is
reasonable to assume that the sedimentary basin continues to the north. To confirm this
assumption, further geophysical surveying (seismics, magnetics, gravimetry) is required.
Other regions classified as Class II are the region south of Dome C and some deep parts
of the Aurora and Wilkes Subglacial Basins. The channel and fjord structures, and the
paleo-hydrological systems of these basins, including the potential influence on ice-sheet
stability and mass balance, are described in detail in Young et al. (2011); Wright et al.
(2012) and Jordan et al. (2010).
6.4.2 Does the Hurst exponent indicate thermal conditions at the base?
Both roughness parameters show some dependence on flow speed and basal tempera-
ture. The decrease in amplitude roughness ν with increasing flow speed (Fig. 6.6 b and d)
means either that the ice can flow faster over a smooth bed, or that the bed is smoothed by
the erosion from fast ice flow; it is probable that both processes coexist in a positive feed-
back. The behavior of H with flow speed, at low flow speeds (e.g., v < 10− 15ma−1), can
be increasing or decreasing, depending on the predominant basal temperature (Fig. 6.6 a
and c). Furthermore, these H–v curves hint at a systematic decrease of H with increasing
basal temperature at flow speeds below 15ma−1.
Figure 6.7 shows the behavior of H with temperature for low (v < 10ma−1) and high
(v >= 100ma−1) flow speeds. The curve for v < 10ma−1 confirms that H decreases with
increasing temperature (for T > −15◦C). For high flow speeds, H seems to increase with
temperature, but variation in H (jumps of up to 0.25 per 0.3◦C) is too large for a con-
clusive statement. Possibly the regions with fast flow are too different, due to preglacial
topography and erosion history, to exhibit a common roughness pattern.
Based on the inferred relations, we formulate the following hypothesis: At locations with
small flow speeds, a small Hurst exponent hints at a likely temperate bed, a high Hurst
exponent at a likely cold bed. This should only be applied to clusters of low or high
Hurst exponents and not to single measurements, because H shows relatively large fluc-
tuations. An application of this hypothesis to our data set predicts a temperate bed for
the region around Kohnen, parts of the Aurora Subglacial Basin, the South of the OIR sur-
vey around Dome Fuji, the location of crossing profiles close to South Pole, and east of
Dome C. These results are strengthened by the modeled basal temperatures (Liefferinge
and Pattyn, 2013) at these locations, which are plotted in Fig. 6.8 a.
This match is not very surprising, as the same temperatures were also the input data to
come up with the hypothesis. However, results from the Parallel-Ice-Sheet Model (PISM)
(Winkelmann et al., 2011) (model results submitted to the Ice Sheet Model Intercompar-
ison Project (ISMIP6) (see Nowicki et al., 2016, for project description) by Kleiner, T.,
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Figure 6.7. Variation of H with basal temperature for small (v < 10ma−1) and large (v >=
100ma−1) flow speeds.
Sutter, J. and Humbert, A. in June 2017) show a similar temperature distribution at the
hypothesized thaw locations (Fig. 6.8 b). Careful testing of our hypothesis with measured
basal temperatures is necessary in a next step. If the hypothesis were to be confirmed
by extensive measurements, this method would provide a new independent measure
for validating modeled basal thaw/temperate bed. The only obvious location where the
modeled basal temperatures contradict our prediction is south-west of Dome C (includ-
ing little Dome C, Candidate A site). Despite the cluster of low H values modeled tem-
peratures indicate a cold bed with 6◦C to 7◦C below pmp at this location. On the other
hand, there are studies indicating a warm bed and a formerly more dynamic ice sheet
with subglacial erosion at Dome C (Siegert et al., 2005; Bingham and Siegert, 2009). And
there is also some indication of water in the same region covered by our data at present
day. Apart from the many lakes in this region revealed by early surveys (e.g., Oswald and
Robin, 1973; Tabacco et al., 2006; Wright and Siegert, 2012), Young et al. (2017) detected
54 lakes in the area covered by exactly the same RES survey that we also use. (Lefebvre
et al., 2008, borehole temperatures extrapolated to bed suggest basal melt at DC).
A question that remains open is why we obtain a H–T relation opposite to that derived
by Jordan et al. (2017) for north-west Greenland. A good portion of that Greenlandic re-
gion has also slow flow speeds below 10 m a−1 and the mean and variance of H values is
approximately the same as ours. Nevertheless, Jordan et al. (2017) show that H is signif-
icantly higher at thawed-bed locations, compared to frozen ones. Possible explanations
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Figure 6.8. The pressure corrected, modeled basal temperatures by (a) (Liefferinge and Pattyn,
2013), and (b) with PISM, plotted at locations with small flow speed (v < 5ma−1) and small Hurst
exponent (H < 0.4). (c) shows H at all locations, covered with RES data, where the model by
Liefferinge and Pattyn (2013) predicts a thawed bed.
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can aim for two directions: The differences are induced by the changed parametrizations
for roughness-parameter calculations, or actual differences in the glacial or subglacial
settings of the investigated regions exist and cause a different scattering behavior. Jordan
et al. (2017) use smaller bin widths of 30 m and maximum lags of 150 m (compared to
our 100 m bin widths and 1 km maximum lag). We chose the parametrization according
to the horizontal sampling of the AWI data, which we cannot increase. Down-sampling
tests of AGAP/OIR data show that coarser horizontal sampling leads to a higher H.
However, the increase is divergent for the different surveys (OIR: 0.01, AGAP: 0.1-0.2).
It still needs to be tested by what exactly these survey-dependent differences are caused
and if they are related to the basal thermal state. Moreover, the influence of smaller bin
widths and maximum lags (50-450 m), and if any of these aspects could invert the H–T
relation need further evaluation. Another explanation could be a specific topographic or
glaciological setting of the north-western Greenlandic region, different to that of the bulk
of regions covered by our data in East Antarctica. Jordan et al. (2017) propose that the
high H at thawed-bed locations in their data could be due to a specific hydrological sys-
tem, characterized by channels and not having so many deep, large lakes, which leads to
more diffuse RES-signal scattering and high H values. The absence of such a channelized
drainage system in thawed regions, and a possible replacement with water being col-
lected in large lakes with specular, abrupt reflection signatures, would diminish H. This
would also explain why our method is not predicting a temperate bed for parts of regions
with modeled thaw in the Aurora Subglacial Basin (Fig. 6.8 c compared to Fig. 6.8 a). The
draining system in this basin was also identified as consisting of channels and fjord-like
structures by Young et al. (2011) and Wright et al. (2012). Following this chain of rea-
soning would imply that any conclusions about basal thermal state stay elusive if the
subglacial topography and water-system characteristics are unknown. When comparing
the distribution of high and low H values from Jordan et al. (2017) with flow speeds in
north-west Greenland, it becomes apparent that H is higher at locations with faster flow.
The derived relationship could possibly be rather a relationship between H and flow
speed than the stated one between H and thermal state. The influence of flow speed then
needs to be decoupled for an investigation of the H–thermal-state relationship.
6.5 Conclusions and outlook
We derived two spatial roughness parameters, the vertical roughness amplitude ν and its
horizontal scaling exponent H, for a large compiled RES data set, covering a good part
of the EAIS. By combining both roughness parameters, we classified different landscapes
by their pre-glacial setting and erosion history.
A comparison of the roughness parameters with flow speed and basal temperatures re-
sulted in some known, respectively more or less intuitive relationships like more erosion
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at faster ice flow or faster flow at smoother bed locations. Apart from this, we noticed that
H shows a substantially different behavior with flow speed for different basal tempera-
tures. Furthermore, H is smaller at thawed than at frozen bed locations at flow speeds
below 10ma−1. This is opposite to the relationship obtained by Jordan et al. (2017) for
north-west Greenland, the validity of which we wanted to test also for East Antarctica.
The observed relationships lead to the conclusion that in some circumstances the Hurst
exponent might indicate the thermal state at the ice-sheet base. We state the hypothe-
sis that at locations with slow ice flow (v < 5− 10ma−1), clusters of low H (we used
H < 0.4) indicate a temperate bed. The hypothesis needs careful testing/ground truthing
with measurements for verification. If confirmed, this statistical examination of bed ele-
vation would be a simple and fast way of large-scale thermal-state prediction, that is
independent of modeling and of radar-wave attenuation in the ice column.
While potentially being of high value, some aspects of this method still need thorough
testing before its usage for any basal-state interpretation. One thing is the testing with
measured, and not modeled, basal temperatures. But also the influence of altering the pa-
rameters of the roughness calculation needs to be further evaluated. First tests of resam-
pling the along-track intervals in the radar data hint at higher values for H with coarser
horizontal sampling, however, in a different measure for different surveys. It needs to be
examined where the regional or system dependence of the shifting H comes from, and if
it goes in the same direction at all length and roughness scales. Furthermore, the effect
of different maximum lag sizes and bin widths for the calculations should be evaluated.
Additionally to the method testing, a larger-scale roughness analysis of Greenlandic bed
topography would be of great interest. This should be relatively expeditious given the
huge amount and good spatial coverage of RES data of Greenland (e.g., from the Cen-
ter for Remote Sensing of Ice Sheets (CReSIS),University of Kansas, Lawrence, USA) and
would elucidate if the H–thermal-state relationship observed by Jordan et al. (2017) is
caused by a regional setting (e.g. the draining system in this region), or if there are sub-
stantial differences between Greenland and East Antarctica in how the basal thermal state
influences H. Moreover, as we showed that H varies with basal temperature as well as
with flow speed, it would be interesting to remove the influence of flow speed from the
investigation of Jordan et al. (2017), and maybe also to compare their results with other
thermal-state masks or proxies (like the basal water distribution derived by the same
first author, but not yet peer-reviewed: Jordan et al., 2018), because the used mask from
MacGregor et al. (2016) itself is strongly dependent on flow speed (Jordan et al., 2018).
7 Conclusions and perspectives
My thesis provides a solid basis for future common analyses of multiple RES data sets,
which is a key requirement for the facilitation of continent-wide interpretations of the
Antarctic ice sheets’ dynamic and climatic history. Comparison of measurements from
five different radar systems and synthetically calculated radar traces showed that the
most distinct IRHs and IRH patterns are detected by all systems, although in slightly dif-
ferent ways. Differences between the systems are mainly found for the amplitude of the
single IRHs as well as the vertical resolution of the internal ice structure, i.e., how many
permittivity contrasts are condensed into one reflection in the radar data. Nevertheless,
isochronous conductivity IRHs can be transferred between those data that make a good
portion of the RES measurements from East Antarctica. Some distinct IRHs could also be
matched with conductivity signals in the EDC ice core, which validates their isochronicity
and allows for an accurate age assignment. It is feasible to combine the stratigraphic infor-
mation from multiple RES surveys and thereby enlarge the spatial extent of the mapped
age-depth distribution.
Following on from my work, further studies comparing more radar systems are needed.
Also, we need to work in other regions within East Antarctica, where RES stratigraphy
characteristics are different to the Dome C region. For example, regions with a disrupted
stratigraphy or with a very rough bed topography would make interesting test sites. Fur-
thermore, reflection amplitudes and their dependence on measuring frequencies need to
be included in future comparison studies, to enable extended interpretation of ice prop-
erties, e.g., attenuation rates and temperature distribution in the ice.
My work on the combination of the IRH information from several RES data sets has fa-
cilitated large-scale mapping of the age-depth stratigraphy across the EAIS. First order
estimates about spatial accumulation-rate distribution, maximum age of the deep ice,
and regions of changing flow regime can be obtained from the established stratigraphy.
However, such estimates are of qualitative nature, but can support the reconstruction of
the ’big picture’ of the ice sheet. Our tests of quantitatively deducing paleo accumulation
and its temporal variation over climate cycles from the RES isochrones revealed that more
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effort needs to be made to integrate RES stratigraphy into ice-flow models to obtain spe-
cific, quantitative statements about past accumulation rates on large spatial and temporal
scales. Accumulation rate calculation with the tested simple method is limited to regions
with negligible horizontal ice flow, like ice divides and domes. In regions with faster ice
flow, the (possibly even temporally changing) horizontal flow path of the ice since its
deposition as well as the temporal variation of accumulation rates have to be taken into
account. Neglecting any of these processes generates unrealistic temporal development
of accumulation rates, as the errors increase with older isochrones and accordingly longer
flow paths.
There is still a lot of work to be done to achieve a continent-wide interpretation of age-
depth stratigraphy to inform paleo-climate reconstruction and ice-sheet models. Addi-
tional studies incorporating further RES data have to be carried out to increase the spa-
tial coverage and temporal resolution of the age-depth stratigraphy, especially the latter is
fairly sparse in our study. In future studies, accumulation rates and variations in ice-flow
dynamics could perhaps be derived from inversions for the internal RES stratigraphy in
ice-flow models with age tracers of paleo surfaces, as has already been performed for very
localized areas. These models could use the dated RES isochrones to assimilate the depth
distribution of the age tracers of the respective paleo surfaces. However, such continental-
scale models are only just able to perform forward calculations for time scales of several
100 ka, which takes several weeks of computation time. The required computation time
for the inversion process in a continental-scale model will be many times higher.
Interpreting the bedrock topography beneath the EAIS has provided a lot of valuable in-
formation about the evolution and geologic condition of different subglacial landscapes.
Statistical two-parameter roughness analysis, with one parameter characterizing the am-
plitude, the other the wavelength of bed topography, is a convenient method to disclose
extensive, glacially preserved mountain ranges, basins with thick sediment cover, and
the extent of glacial erosion. Beside facilitating geomorphological interpretation, basal
roughness acts a a key control on, and is at the same time affected by, ice flow in a pos-
itive feedback mechanism. Moreover, a relationship between the wavelength roughness
parameter and basal temperatures can be observed. The significant change of the rough-
ness parameter with temperature leads to the hypothesis that basal roughness can, under
some circumstances, be used to predict the thermal conditions at the base of the ice sheet.
It is important to first separate the influence of ice flow on the roughness parameter,
which we accomplished by considering only regions of slow ice flow. In that case, small
values of the roughness parameter are located, where models predict a temperate bed.
These observations are incentive to further evaluate this potential method of thaw pre-
diction. If confirmed, this would be a useful way to validate modeled temperatures, as it
is completely independent of modeling and all needed information is readily accessible.
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The basal roughness parameters we derived for the EAIS could be further used, together
with information (from a hydrological model) on the occurrence of water at the bed, to
parameterize the basal sliding in ice-sheet models. The hypothesis of basal roughness be-
ing indicative of the thermal state of basal ice is only in the early stages of development
and needs thorough testing in additional studies. The influence of RES data character-
istics, for instance the horizontal sampling interval, and altering parameters for rough-
ness calculation need further assessment. Moreover, the results should be compared to
measured basal temperatures or to other measurable proxies for basal thaw. By such a
comparison, we can confirm that the behavior of the wavelength roughness parameter
is related to the thermal state, and not linked to another factor, affecting both, roughness
parameter and modeled temperatures.
The combination of the outcomes of Paper II and Paper III, i.e., the internal stratigraphy
and basal condition, offers great potential for further evaluation of ice-sheet dynamics.
For example, the bedrock properties and basal temperatures can be investigated at lo-
cations with a disrupted or buckled stratigraphy. This helps to clarify if changing flow
behavior is induced by a changing bed roughness or if it is due to different inherent
properties of the ice, like temperature, grain sizes, impurities, or crystal-orientation fab-
ric.
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Appendix
Appendix A: Mapping the Raymond bump at Sørasen
In a small ’Introductory Study’ into working with RES data, I investigated the ice ridge
Sørasen, approximately 100 km south-west of Neumayer Station. An overview of the lo-
cation is given in Fig. A1. At ice divides, so called Raymond bumps can evolve (first
described by Raymond (1983)), due to the nonlinearity in Glen’s flow law. The down-
ward motion of the ice at the divide is slower than at the flanks, where the ice is softer
due to the higher deviatoric stress (Drews et al., 2013). Such a structure can also be seen at
Sørasen. To characterize the ridge and its Raymond bump, a RES survey was conducted
in 2014, covering the Sørasen ridge with a dense grid of profiles. Furthermore, there are
two older RES profiles from 1999 and 2006 crossing the ridge. The location of all profiles
can be inferred from in Fig. A5.
Figures A2 and A3 show the RES images of the two crossing profiles from older surveys
(99 and 06). The bump is clearly visible in the data and evolves into a double bump in
the deep IRHs. By means of ice-flow modeling, where curves of modeled isochrones
are fitted to the RES isochrones, the ice dynamics and stability of the ice divide can be
investigated. Interestingly, the double bump (Fig. A2 and A3) can only be reproduced
when including anisotropic ice flow and COF into the models (Drews et al., 2013). Figure
A4 shows a RES image from the grid of the 2014 survey. The bump is visible in the data,
but unfortunately those data are not of good quality and show an enhanced intensity loss
with depth for all profiles. The data show only very shallow IRHs and do not reach deep
enough to detect the double bump. Nevertheless, I used those data to map the Raymond
bump at the Sørasen ridge. It is shown by the yellow lines in Fig. A5. It could not be
resolved what causes the intensity loss in the 2014 data, so it was most probable a problem
during data recording. As the data quality could not be regained in the processing, this
study was dropped for the time being.
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Figure A1. Location of the Sørasen ridge in East Antarctica. The red square is the frame of Fig. A5.
Figure A2. Radargram imaging the Raymond bump at Sørasen. The x-axis gives the trace number,
the y-axis the TWT in µs. The data are recorded with the AWI system with 60 ns burst lengths
and 10-fold horizontally stacked. The amplitude of the Raymond bump, which is clearly visible
around trace 2000, increases with depth. In the very deep part it evolves into a double bump.
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Figure A3. RES profile, perpendicular to the profile in Fig. A2 (∼ N-S direction). The red line
indicates the crossing location. The x-axis gives the trace number, the y-axis the TWT in µs. The
data are recorded with the AWI system with 60 ns burst lengths and 10-fold horizontally stacked.
Here, the surface refection is shifted to 0 µs.
Figure A4. RES profile of the 2014 grid, imaging the Raymond bump at Sørasen. The x-axis gives
the trace number, the y-axis the TWT in µs. The shallow part of the Raymond bump is visible
around trace 10250. Note that the visible IRHs cease approximately 2 µs below the surface reflec-
tion (shifted to 5 µs), whereas IRHs are clearly visible down to 8.5 µs in Fig. A3.
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Figure A5. The grid of the 2014 RES survey at Sørasen (blue), older RES profiles (red) and the
mapped location of the Raymond bump (yellow). The numbers below the figure are the profile
names.
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Appendix B: Exemplary RES images of structures seen in the
radiostratigraphy
This section gives a few exemplary radargrams to illustrate which information about ice
flow can be obtained from the radiostratigraphy. The first example shows a radargram
from a region without considerable spatial or temporal changes of the ice flow character-
istics (Fig. B1). The shallow IRHs are relatively flat, slowly aligning with the bed when
moving deeper and remaining nearly parallel to each other. In that case, IRHs can easily
be traced over long distances.
Figure B2 shows a radargram at Lake Vostok, where the base of the ice sheet is melting.
The melting at the bottom pulls the IRHs downwards, they move faster in the vertical
direction than in the surrounding region without basal melt. This has the effect that the
IRHs are steeper than the subjacent bed topography. Furthermore, at smaller shot num-
bers (which is in the direction towards Dome C), there are unconformities in the stratig-
raphy. IRHs are no longer parallel, but have different slopes at different depths.
Figures B3, B4 and B5 show further examples of such unconformities in radargrams of
different locations.
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Figure B1. Example of a radargram
(rotated) from a region with flat lay-
ering. TWT is given in ns. IRHs
(e.g., the yellow and blue lines)
can easily be traced over long dis-
tances. The overall distance of the
shown section is nearly 200 km, the
ice thickness approximately 3.5 km.
The bed can be seen as a bright re-
flection close to the bottom (right) of
the figure.
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Figure B2. Example of a radargram (rotated) at Lake Vostok. The data are unfiltered and un-
stacked. x-axis is shot number, y-axis is TWT in µs. Isochrones are ’pulled downwards’ above the
lake, meaning they become steeper with depth (red lines), because of basal melt. At smaller shot
numbers, unconformities in the stratigraphy can be seen. Isochrones at different depths are not
parallel to each other (blue lines), indicating a change of flow direction, or surface erosion. In the
latter case, the dashed line could be the eroded surface.
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Figure B3. Radargram with disturbed stratigraphy, close to Dome A. The x-axis gives the trace
number, the y-axis the TWT in ns.
Figure B4. Radargram with disturbed stratigraphy, approximately half way between Vostok and
Dome A. The deeper IRHs are continuous but shallower ones fade out. Either the flow field has
changed, or paleo surfaces were eroded by wind and the stratigraphy was filled up at a later
stage. This was taken as a screenshot without axes, but dimensions are approximately the same
as in Fig. B3
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Figure B5. Radargram from the AGAP-S survey with disturbed stratigraphy (Antarctica’s Gam-
burtsev Province Project - South, 2008/09). The x-axis gives the distance along the profile and the
coordinates. Again the deeper IRHs are continuous and parallel, but shallower ones are highly
nonparallel. This suggests several changes of flow direction in younger time periods, or surface
erosion by wind scour.
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